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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

As the semiconductor industry continues to grow and advance, the testing side of 

the industry continues to face more and more challenges.  Testing is one of the fastest 

growing portions of the cost of fabricating integrated circuits (IC).  Improvements in 

processing can lead to more transistors and functionality on a given IC, with little 

additional cost.  However, this increase in functionality creates a need for more testing of 

the IC, which usually comes at a higher relative price than the added functionality. [1]  

For example, if the fabrication process improves such that geometries can be 

reduced by a factor of two, possibly by better photolithography techniques, then up to 

four times as much circuitry can be created in the same area of silicon.  The cost of this 

extra circuitry would probably not quadruple, and with continuous process 

improvements, might decrease.  However, the extra circuitry would definitely allow for 

more functionality and complexity, which could possibly quadruple.  Circuit functionality 

and complexity can be directly related to the cost of testing, hence the time to test the 

circuit could possibly quadruple as well.  This leads to a testing cost that grows faster 

than the cost of fabrication.  While the above example is somewhat general and 

hypothetical, it helps to explain why the cost of testing as a percentage of the overall 

manufacturing costs is steadily increasing. [1]  

Testing is one of the most important parts of the semiconductor fabrication 

process.  Testing is necessary because industrial plants that fabricate ICs (fabs) are unable 
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to manufacture 100% good parts.  A number of parts contain defects and cannot be sold.  

Testing is used as a means to determine if a given device meets all the specifications and 

functionality that the manufacturer guarantees.  Testing helps to  verify that a part will 

perform properly and be reliable.  Also, data from testing can be used as insight to the 

manufacturing process.  The data can be used to help resolve manufacturing problems 

that caused the defects. [2] 

Typically two forms of testing are performed in the manufacturing process:  

wafer-sort and final test.  Wafer-sort, or multi-probe as it is sometimes called, occurs at 

the end of the wafer fabrication process, but before the individual die have been cut apart.  

Each die is tested while the wafer is still intact.  This type of testing is done using a tester 

and a prober.  The tester is a machine that applies the electrical signals to the device.  A 

test program is used to control the signals and the order of the different tests.  The signals 

pass from the tester through a probe card which contains components necessary for 

testing and very fine pins, called probe tips, which make contact with the bond pads on 

the device.  The prober is a mechanical device that interacts with the tester.  It contains a 

chuck that holds the wafer and moves the chuck to allow all of the die to be tested.  Tests 

performed at wafer-sort are typically more basic and performed at lower speeds than at 

final test.  This is because high-speed testing is difficult to perform through probes. [2]  

Final test takes place after the die have been cut apart, assembled and packaged.  

At final test, a tester is again used, this time using a performance-board or a device-

under-test board.  The board contains a socket that makes contact with the packaged 

device.  The electrical signals pass from the tester through the board and socket to the 
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device.  In production settings, a machine called a handler is used that can very quickly 

pick up and place the device in the socket.  The handler interacts with the tester to very 

rapidly test subsequent parts.  The tester and test program for final test are typically more 

complex than ones used at multi-probe.  This is because all the device specifications and 

functionality must be verified.  More elaborate tests are necessary, and functional testing 

should be performed at the maximum speed of the device.  Final test is the last screening 

of the devices before they are shipped to the customer. [2] 

The exact cost of testing is not as easily calculated as one might think.  In general, 

the cost of test equals the test cost per second multiplied by the test time.  However, 

calculating the test cost per second is somewhat difficult.  It is affected by a number of 

different variables, some of which are tester depreciation, handler index time, tester down 

time, and tester idle time.  Figure 1.1 shows one example of the complexities that are 

involved in calculating test cost.  The formula is just one model that can be used to 

approximate cost.  Cost models will vary from company to company. [1]  
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Figure 1.1 Model for Test Cost [1] 

This model shows that tester cost and depreciation is a very big factor in 

determining the test cost.  When developing certain new products, it is necessary to use a 

more expensive, higher performance tester.  A more expensive tester usually means better 

accuracy and repeatability for measurements.  This is necessary early in the life of a 

device when it is being characterized at different voltages and temperatures and very 

accurate data is required.  More expensive testers usually allow for more flexibility and 

ease of use.  Less expensive testers sometimes utilize shared resources and less developed 

operating systems, which can prolong the time to develop the test program, stalling time 

to market.  A tester with better repeatability will provide more consistent yield 

percentages, and normally a better overall yield, which is also very critical in the early 
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life of a device.  These are just a few reasons why high performance testers are necessary 

to quickly and efficiently get new products to the market. [1]  

Digital video decoders typically fall into this category of devices that require a 

high performance tester for characterization and new product test development.  Because 

of their mixed signal nature, developing a new test program can be time consuming.  The 

test program requires digital tests such as scan and boundary scan, and analog tests such 

as gain and linearity.  While a high performance tester is necessary for these devices early 

in their life, it is not necessary to continue using a more expensive tester on a mature 

device with a stable yield, which is already on the market.  If a lower cost tester could be 

used while maintaining comparable yield and throughput, the cost of testing the device 

could be significantly reduced.  This thesis will examine the capabilities of a lower cost 

tester for production final testing of digital video decoders. 

Chapter II provides a definition of a digital video decoder as well as an overview 

of the low cost tester that will be examined in this thesis.  Chapter III describes how the 

new test program was implemented using the low cost tester and discusses both hardware 

and software.  Chapter IV describes the process that was used to verify the new test 

program to ensure that it will be effective, and it also presents the results of the 

verification.  Chapter V evaluates the results of the verification process and provides a 

conclusion for the thesis. 
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CHAPTER II 

DEFINITION OF THE DEVICE AND TESTER 

 

Definition of a Digital Video Decoder 

The specific family of devices presented in this thesis are digital video decoders.  

The basic function of these products is to take an analog video signal, clamp the signal to 

a reference voltage, apply a programmable gain and offset, convert the analog signal to a 

digital signal thru an analog to digital converter (ADC), and then further process the 

signal digitally before outputting a digital video signal. 

The specific device used as an example in this thesis is capable of converting 

analog component RGB and YPbPr signals and also NTSC, PAL, and SECAM 

composite and S-video signals into digital component YCbCr.  A total of 10 video inputs 

pins on the device can be configured in a combination of RGB, YPbPr, composite or S-

video inputs.  The device contains four 10-bit 30-MSPS ADCs.  The digital processing 

circuitry receives the output of the ADC and further processes the data.  Some of the 

functions it provides are Y/C separation, luminance, chrominance, and component 

processing, color space converter, further gain and offset, and output formatter.  The 

digital output can be selected to be 20-bit 4:2:2 YCbCr or 10-bit 4:2:2 YCbCr.  The 

digital blocks also generate the output control signals such as the horizontal and vertical 

syncs.  Figure 2.1 shows the different input configurations, the four ADCs as well as the 

digital processing blocks.  This thesis will focus on the testing of the analog front end of 

the device rather than the digital processing.  Figure 2.2 shows the analog front end in 
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greater detail.  The device is able to process four analog channels.  Each channel consists 

of an input multiplexer (except on channel four), clamp circuitry, a programmable gain 

amplifier (PGA), and the ADC.  Not shown in the diagram is the offset circuitry that in 

between the PGA and the ADC, which can apply an offset to the signal after it is 

amplified.   

 

Figure 2.1 Video Decoder Block Diagram 
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Figure 2.2 Analog Front End Block Diagram 

The four channels can accept up to 10 video inputs.  The inputs are selected by a 

multiplexer on channels one, two, and three.  The multiplexers are controlled by the input 

select register which is set using serial digital communication.  This allows for a number 

of different input configurations, a few of which are: 

• Up to 10 selectable individual composite video inputs 

• Up to four selectable S-video inputs 

• Up to three selectable analog YPbPr/RGB inputs and one composite input 

• Up to two selectable analog YPbPr/RGB inputs and two S-video inputs 
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Each analog channel contains clamping circuitry.  The device is designed to 

accept video signals which have passed thru an AC-coupling capacitor, which blocks the 

DC component of the signal.  The clamp circuitry restores the signal to a fixed DC level.  

It performs line-by-line restoration of the most negative part of the signal, usually the 

vertical or horizontal sync, to a fixed DC reference voltage. 

The device uses four programmable gain amplifiers (PGA), one per each analog 

channel.  There are 16 discrete course gain levels that can be set using four bits of a 

control register.  Each channel can be set independently.  The levels range from a 

minimum of -6 dB, or 0.5 V/V, to 6 db, or 2.0 V/V.  The levels increment by 0.1 V/V for 

each level.  Each channel of the decoder also has 12-bit fine gain controls which can be 

applied independently of the coarse gain.  For some video signals, the signal amplitude 

may vary from its nominal peak to peak level.  To compensate for this, the decoder is 

capable of automatic gain control (AGC).  When the AGC is enabled, the decoder will 

adjust the gain such that the signal amplitude extends the maximum range of the ADC 

without clipping the signal.  

Finally, the last component of the analog front end circuitry is the ADC, which is 

briefly described above.  The ADCs have a resolution of ten bits and can operate at 

speeds up to 30 MSPS.  All the ADCs receive an identical clock which is generated from 

an on chip phase-locked loop (PLL) and presented to the ADC at a frequency between 24 

MHz and 30 MHz. The PLL is driven by a 1.8V 14.31818 MHz clock or a crystal of 

14.31818 MHz fundamental resonant frequency and also generates the output pixel clock.  
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The ADC can be considered the backbone of a digital video decoder.  It is the connecting 

mechanism between the analog and digital domain.  

 

Overview of the VLCT 

The tester which will be used for verification of this thesis is the VLCT, which 

stands for Very Low Cost Tester.  The tester is made exclusively by Texas Instruments.  

Although there are many different configurations of the VLCT that are used by Texas 

Instruments, only the basic hardware that is common to most of testers will be described.  

The cost of one second of test time on the VLCT is approximately 31.09% of the cost on 

the existing tester platform.  Therefore, a successful conversion to the VLCT while 

maintaining a comparable yield and through put would result in an enormous cost 

reduction.   

The VLCT contains a primary controller and a secondary controller, each 

controlling a quadrant of circuitry and resources.  There are only two quadrants, an X and 

a Y, but the original intent was four quadrants.  Each controller contains memory, but 

there is no memory dedicated to individual pins.  This is one characteristic that lowers the 

cost of the tester.  The remaining hardware for the tester is located in the testhead 

backplane in the form of discrete boards, each having a specific function.  Figure 2.3 

shows a block diagram of the VLCT, and Figure 2.4 shows one possible testhead 

backplane configuration. [4]  
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Figure 2.3 Block Diagram of the VLCT 
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Figure 2.4 Backplane of the VLCT 

The VLCT can utilize two different forms of power supplies.  The older form is 

the DVDD board, which stands for Dual VDD.  Each DVDD contains two independent 

device power supplies (DPS), that are capable of forcing a voltage and measuring current.  

The newer power supply is in the form of an octal DPS.  Each board contains eight DPS 

with increased resolution and accuracy and an auto crossover function.  The auto-

crossover circuitry allows the supply to force the programmed voltage unless the current 

exceeds the programmed value, in which case it crosses over and forces the programmed 

current.  In addition, there are two High Voltage Power Supply circuits, and all supplies 

can be offset with an Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) and sampled with a 

digitizing circuit. [4] 

The bulk of the circuitry in the testhead backplane is the digital pincards.  Each 

pincard contains circuitry for 32 digital input or output pins.  There are typically 512 

digital pins supplied by the VLCT, 256 in each quadrant.  Figure 2.5 shows a model for 

the circuitry of each digital pin.  This is not an actual schematic, simply a diagram 
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intended to aid in understanding the functionality of the digital pins.  The digital pins are 

capable of driving and receiving digital data, although the forcing resolution and 

accuracy are somewhat limited.  They can also make voltage and current comparisons, 

although they cannot capture actual voltage or current readings.  They can only make 

pass or fail decisions.  The digital pins are used for implementing functional test patterns.  

Functional test patterns are executed by the controller through the direct memory access 

(DMA) boards, since there is no memory for individual pins.  The patterns are event 

driven and therefore there is little control of the timing.  The user can create different 

events within a cycle, such as drive, return to zero, return to one, etc, but cannot control 

the duration time of the cycle.  The DMA can transfer 16 bits at 30 MHz or at 60 MHz if 

the system is capable of compiling and running the patterns at twice the pattern rate 

(2xPR).  Scan testing is performed using this same hardware, but with slightly different 

software. [4]  
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Figure 2.5 Model for Digital Channel 

As stated above, functional testing on the VLCT is driven by events and does not 

allow programmable cycle times.  However, there is a frequency programmable clock 

that is available on the EMU/CLK board, which is a dedicated board.  This high speed 

clock can be programmed for high and low voltages, single pulses, pulse bursts, or to run 

freely.  The clock can be programmed to run as high as 800MHz with voltage levels 

ranging from -2V to 7V.  Also on the board is a frequency counter.  The clock output and 

frequency counter each have only one channel on the tester.  The Fail Memory/SubClock 

(FMSC) board is a separate board which is used to create subclocks from the high speed 

clock.  There are eight subclocks that can be generated by dividing the high speed clock, 

or by delaying and/or gating other subclocks together to create different duty cycles.  The 
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memory portion of the board is a buffer that is used for transfers to and from the 

controller. [4] 

DC parametric measurements can be made with the Universal Parametric 

Measurement Unit (UPMU).  The UPMU is an auto-crossover supply that functions 

similarly to the Octal DPS supplies.  It can force and measure voltage or current.  There 

are eight UPMU circuits on each octal UPMU board labeled A-H, along with some other 

specialized instruments:  a differential voltmeter, a high voltage differential voltmeter, 

and a programmable reference voltage, which can provide a more accurate and stable 

voltage than the regular UPMU supplies.  The UPMU circuits are accessed through 

separate channels than the digital pins.  However, UPMUA and B can be accessed 

through relays on any digital channel.  Also, included on the UPMU boards are an AWG 

and digitizer (DIG), although the sampling rate is somewhat limited. [4] 

When faster signals are required, the high speed digitizer and AWG (HS 

DIG/AWG) can be used.  It is a dedicated board that can source an arbitrary waveform at 

100MS/s and can digitize a signal at 65MS/s.  It is accessed through the mixed signal 

channels, which are separate from the analog and digital channels.  A mixed signal set up 

can be defined that incorporates an arbitrarily generated waveform input and captures 

either a digital output or digitizes an analog output.  Because the device of interest in this 

work requires analog inputs and digital outputs, mixed signal set ups are used frequently 

in the test program.[4] 

Being able to test more than one device at a time on a given tester is a very simple 

and effective means of lowering test time and improving through put, if the hardware and 
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software allow it.  There are two different methods for testing multiple devices 

simultaneously on the VLCT.  The first method is called dual-site testing.  In this method, 

the hardware is split evenly into an X quadrant and a Y quadrant, and each quadrant is 

controlled by either the primary or secondary controller.  In essence, dual site testing is 

basically just two test programs running simultaneously on the same VLCT, each having 

its own controller and hardware.  Since there is only one high speed clock on the VLCT, 

special attention must be paid when using clocks to allow the two test programs to 

synchronize.  The other method of simultaneous testing is called multi-site testing.  In 

this method, the hardware is split up by the software.  This means that more than two 

devices can be tested if the hardware allows.  In fact, up to 32 devices can be tested in 

multi-site mode, although, for most devices, hardware limitations will not allow this.  

Multi-site testing is generally preferred over dual-site for a number of reasons.  After a 

multi-site test program is written, it can easily be modified to test a different number of 

devices if needed, while dual-site testing is limited to only two devices.  Also, because 

dual-site testing utilizes two separate controllers, it does not allow for as accurate control 

and timing of the test program, compared to a test program controlled by a single 

controller. [4]  
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CHAPTER III 

TEST IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The requirements for final testing of a digital video decoder are the same as for 

any integrated circuit.  The test program must verify that the device meets all 

specifications guaranteed in the datasheet and also must verify all the functionality that is 

not explicitly stated in the datasheet.  In actuality, all datasheet specifications are rarely 

tested, and it would be impractical to do so.  Many specifications can be guaranteed by 

design, and others that are very stable are sometimes only tested during characterization.  

The decisions on what exactly to test is made jointly between the designers and the 

product engineer.  Parameters that are most sensitive to subtle process changes are 

usually the main concern.  Also, the device should be tested in worst case conditions in 

terms of supply voltage, input and output loadings, and temperature.  Because this device 

has already been characterized and is currently being tested in production using a high 

performance tester, the decision of what to test does not have to be made.  The low cost 

test program should be able to perform the same tests as the high performance tester.  The 

tests that are presently in the existing final test program are continuity, leakage, scan, 

boundary scan, memory built-in-self-test (BIST), CPU test, serial communication test, 

output levels, supply, linearity, clamp, and PGA gain. 

Testing can be subdivided into two broad categories: digital and analog.  Digital 

testing consists of inputting a digital pattern of “ones” and “zeroes” and looking at the 

outputs for the correct “ones” and “zeroes.”  While the input and output voltage levels 
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can be specified, the test usually does not capture any parametric data.  It is simply a pass 

or fail test.  Analog testing usually consists of capturing parametric data, either voltages 

or currents, and comparing to test limits.  The parameters can be simple such as output 

voltage levels, input currents, or supply currents, or more complicated such determining 

the gain of an amplifier or nonlinearity of an ADC.  The device under study for this thesis 

will require both digital and analog testing. 

 

Digital Tests 

 The VLCT is capable of digital testing, although it does have some limitations.  

One way the VLCT reduces cost is by eliminating pin memory for pattern data and 

programmable timing for cycle times and edge positions.  The memory for the main 

controller is used for the pattern data and is sent in DMA transfers.  Data is transferred 16 

bits at a time at 30 MHz or 60 MHz with 2xPR.  Edge positioning is described by events 

that are defined sequentially.  The exact timing for cycles and edge placements can not be 

easily determined, but is dependent on the transfer speed, the amount of information 

necessary to describe the event, and the location of the hardware needing the event 

information. [4] 

 The digital inputs can be programmed for a voltage high and voltage low level.  A 

DSet value defines which pins are drivers and which are not for each vector.  The 

sequence of events for each cycle must also be defined.  A distinct EventPinMap is 

created for each pin which defines the events within the cycle.  Some examples of the 

events would be drive the data, return to zero or one, or no operation.  The outputs are 
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programmed similarly to the inputs, however there is only one voltage threshold for the 

outputs.  Anything read above the value is considered a digital “high” and anything 

below the value is considered a digital “low.”  An MSet value determines if the outputs 

are masked or not.  A masked output will not make a pass or fail decision.  Events for the 

outputs are defined by an EventPinMap for each pin, but it typically only defines which 

event in the cycle to make the pass fail decision upon. [3] 

 The test vectors are defined by files having a “.vgs” or “.vvs” extension.  The 

“.vgs” file is a global file and only one is required for the entire test program.  It defines 

the device pin to tester channel connections, DSet and MSet values, and scan paths for 

the entire test program.  The “.vvs” file is unique for each pattern.  It defines the 

EventPinMap for each pin and the actual data for each vector. [3] 

 Scan testing is implemented using this same hardware.  The only difference is that 

the vectors are defined in a slightly different manner in the software. 

There are five digital tests that are performed on this device: scan, boundary scan, 

memory BIST, CPU test, and serial communication test.  None of these tests verify 

datasheet parameters, but all are needed to guarantee the functionality of the digital 

processing part of the device.  For the first four of these tests, the patterns are created by 

software and then converted to the correct format for the tester.  The serial 

communication test is somewhat simpler and does not have to be created by software.  It 

is simply a series of register writes and reads.   

For the device under study, precise timing and high speeds are not required.  

Therefore, the VLCT is adequate for performing these tests.  The scan, boundary scan, 
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memory built-in-self-test (BIST), and cpu test patterns are created by software and then 

converted to the VLCT format.  The serially communication test is created manually, and 

consists of 24 register writes and reads to verify that the digital communication is 

functional.   

 

Analog Tests 

The analog tests for the device are not quite as simple to develop as the digital 

tests.  The analog tests in the test program are leakage, output levels, supply, clamp, PGA 

gain, and linearity. 

 

Leakage Test 

Leakage current is defined as the small amount of current that flows into or out of 

a high impedance input or output pin when a given voltage is applied.  An excessive 

amount of leakage current can be a sign that a device was improperly processed.  

Excessive leakage can also cause improper operation of the device in the end application 

by causing DC offsets and other parametric shifts.  Leakage failures can also be an 

indication of a device that appears to function properly, but that will fail very early in its 

life.  This is known as an infant mortality failure. 

The basic technique for measuring leakage current is to force a DC voltage at the 

given pin and measure the current flowing into or out of the pin.  It is typically measured 

twice for each pin, once with a forcing voltage near the positive power supply and once 

with a voltage near ground or the negative power supply.  The two currents are usually 
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referred to IIH and IIL.  Outputs leakage currents can also be measured if the pins are 

placed into a high impedance state. 

There are a number of different ways to test leakage on the VLCT.  The easiest 

method would be to use the digital channels, since they are the most accessible resource 

on the VLCT.  While the digital channels are capable of making current comparisons, 

they are not able to capture the parametric data.  They can only return a pass or fail 

output.  For this thesis, the UPMU circuits are used.  Each digital channel is equipped 

with a relay to connect to one of the UPMU resources.  The UPMU can force a voltage 

and measure a current at a given pin.  The measured current can be saved as a variable, 

compared to its test limits, and output to a data log for statistical analysis.  Since all of the 

digital channels are connected to the same UPMU circuit, however, the test must be 

performed one pin at a time.  The test is performed on each pin twice.  Once forcing the 

positive supply voltage, and again forcing a ground voltage.  Figure 3.1 shows a 

flowchart describing the test in more detail. 
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Figure 3.1 Leakage Test Flowchart 
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Output Levels Test 

For any device that outputs digital signals, there must be a test that verifies the 

output voltages levels.  An output level test does just that.  The outputs must be tested for 

a digital high or low state.  VOH is the minimum guaranteed voltage for an output at a 

digital high state, and VOL is the maximum guaranteed voltage for low state.  The test can 

be implemented statically or dynamically.  In a static test, the outputs are force high or 

low, and a DC voltage is measured and compared to limits.  In a dynamic test, a pattern is 

used to control the outputs.  The thresholds are set so that the tester recognizes anything 

under VOL as a low and anything above VOH as a high.  A dynamic test is a pass or fail 

test because it verifies VOL and VOH but does not record any measured values. 

The VLCT is not able to define two separate thresholds for a digital pattern.  

Therefore, test the outputs levels are tested statically.  This will also allow saving 

measured values and outputing them for statistical analysis.  For testing the output levels, 

the device is put into a test mode that bypasses all of the digital processing circuitry.  In 

this mode, the outputs come directly from the ADC.  Also, the clamp, PGA, and DC 

offset circuitry in the analog front end are all turned off.  A pattern is executed that sets 

registers to put the device into this mode.  The UPMU circuitry is used for forcing and 

measuring the voltages for this test.  The voltage reference (VRef) resource on the 

UPMU is used to create a very accurate and stable analog input.  With all of the analog 

front end functions disabled, the input goes directly to the ADC, whose output bypasses 

the digital processing and outputs directly.  The output voltages are then measured with 

the UMPU that is connected thru the relay on each digital channel.  Similarly to the 
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leakage test, each pin must be measured one at a time.  The test is performed twice, once 

with an input that forces all the outputs high to measure VOH and again with an input that 

forces all the outputs low to measure VOL.  Figure 3.2 shows a flowchart describing the 

test in more detail. 

 

Figure 3.2 Output Levels Test Flowchart 
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Supply Test 

A test that must be tested on every device is the supply current test.  The main 

reason for testing supply current is to guarantee power consumption of the device.  

Elevated supply current translates to elevated device power consumption which in a lot of 

applications is unacceptable.  Excessive supply current can also be a sign of a low 

impedance path from the supply to ground, which can result in gross defects.  Most 

testers are capable of making current measurements at their power supplies.  Therefore, 

the test is fairly simple.  The supplies are set to the desired voltage, and the current 

flowing to the device is measured.  The main issue with measuring supply is determining 

the state of the device.  For example, it must be decided if the device is active, if the 

clocks are running, etc.  For the device examined in this thesis, the reference voltage for 

the ADC is set so that it is active, but there is no analog input to the device.  The device 

clock is also set.   

On the VLCT, both the DVDD and octal DPS supplies are capable of making 

current measurements.  In addition, the UMPU resources are sometimes used as device 

supplies and are also capable of making current measurements.  This is the case for the 

device under study.  The device requires six separate supplies: an analog 3.3V, an analog 

1.8V, a digital 1.8V, a 3.3V for inputs and outputs, a 1.8V for the PLL, and a 1.8V analog 

reference for the ADC.  In addition, the device current must be measured at three power 

levels: power on, power save, and power off.  The test is implemented as follows.  The 

device clock is set up, and a pattern is run to set the control registers to put the device into 

the correct power mode.  The currents at each of the six supplies are then measured and 
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compared to test limits one at a time, and the total power consumption is calculated from 

the supply currents and compared to test limits.  The previous steps are repeated for each 

of the power modes.  Figure 3.3 shows a flowchart describing the test in more detail. 

 

Figure 3.3 Supply Test Flowchart 
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Clamp Test 

The clamp test is specific to this type of device and does not test a datasheet 

parameter.  It verifies that the clamp circuitry of the device functions properly.  The 

device is designed to accept input video signals that pass though an AC-coupling 

capacitor.  This capacitor blocks the DC portion of the signal.  The clamp circuitry 

restores the signal to fixed reference point.  The signal can be further offset by the offset 

circuitry.  The test is performed by enabling the clamp circuitry, inputting a simple signal 

that emulates video sync tips, and looking at the digital outputs to make sure that all parts 

of the signal are at the proper DC level.  The device is put into the proper state with a 

pattern that sets the proper control registers.  For this test, the clamp circuitry is enabled, 

the offset circuitry is set to maximum, the PGA gain is set to a gain of one, and the device 

is put into a test mode that allows the digital processing circuitry to be bypassed.  The 

proper channel and input must also be set by the control registers.  A mixed signal set up 

allows for definition of an analog input signal and digital outputs to capture.  The input 

signal is generated on the VLCT using the HS DIG/AWG resource.  The arbitrary signal 

is defined using an array of integers and then further defined by a sampling frequency, 

maximum voltage, common mode voltage, and filter frequency.  The analog signal is 

input, processing by the analog circuitry, and converted to a digital signal by the ADC.  

The digital outputs are captured as a series of ten bit codes that are placed into an array.  

The array is analyzed to verify that all parts of the signal are at the correct DC value in 

terms of raw digital code.  The minimum and maximum values of two cycles are tested as 

well as the peak to peak range of the signal.  The test verifies the functionality of the 
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clamp circuitry as well as the offset circuitry.  Figure 3.4 shows a flowchart describing 

the test in more detail. 
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Figure 3.4 Clamp Test Flowchart 
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 After completion of this test, it was observed that while the test was stable for 

channels one, two, and three, channel four was not.  The output showed spiking in the 

signal.  The cause was thought to be hardware differences on the performance board 

between channels one, two, and three, and channel four.  Channels one, two, and three 

each have three inputs multiplexed into one, while channel four has only one input.  

Because of this, the relays are set up differently to connect the device to the proper 

resources.  At the time, this issue could not be resolved, and the clamp test was removed 

for channel four. 

 

PGA Gain Test 

The AFE of the device includes four PGAs.  The PGA is responsible for applying 

gain to the signal before it is converted by the ADC.  Each PGA can be programmed to 

16 course gain levels ranging from -6 dB, or 0.5 V/V, to 6 db, or 2.0 V/V in 0.1 V/V 

increments.  The basic method for testing each PGA is to input two separate DC voltages 

and record the outputs for each.  The output is a digital code and must be multiplied by 

the least significant bit value of the ADC to convert it to a voltage.  The gain is calculated 

simply as the difference of the output voltages divided by the difference of the input 

voltages.  This is performed at each of the 16 different levels of gain.   

On the VLCT, a mixed signal set up is used to define the input signal and digital 

capture for the outputs.  A pattern is used to set the control registers that puts the device 

in the correct state and to set the course gain value.  For this test, the clamp, DC offset, 

and all digital processing circuitry are all disabled.  A DC input is created by the AWG 
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and the digital outputs are captured.  Although the AWG is used to define the input, it is 

defined to be a DC signal.  Using the AWG allows us to incorporate the input and digital 

capturing into one mixed signal set up.  After the first set of inputs and outputs are 

sourced and captured, the input voltage is adjusted and sourced again.  The two sets of 

digital outputs are converted to voltages, and the gain is calculated.  This procedure is 

performed for each of the 16 gain levels.  Figure 3.5 shows a flowchart describing the test 

in more detail. 
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Figure 3.5 PGA Gain Test Flowchart 
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Linearity Tests 

Arguably the most important test for a video decoder is linearity.  The linearity 

test verifies the functionality of the ADC.  The basic procedure is to apply a voltage ramp 

that spans the range of the ADC, and collect the digital output data.  With this data, a 

transfer function can be constructed, and some important parameters can be calculated.  

Figure 3.6 shows an example of such a transfer function.  Calculations can be made using 

one of two ideal lines: a best fit line or line connecting the endpoints.  The best fit line is 

the industry standard and will used for this test program.  A tally array is also constructed 

that contains the number of hits for each code.  Each code width, which is the analog 

voltage range for a specific digital code, can be calculated from the tally array.  The 

parameters to be calculated and tested for this device are least significant bit (LSB) value, 

differential non-linearity (DNL) min and max, integral non-linearity (INL) min and max, 

offset error, full scale error (also called gain error), missing codes, and sparkle codes.  

The LSB is the smallest analog voltage resolution that the ADC can represent as digital 

code.  It is calculated as the slope of the best fit line of the transfer function.  DNL is the 

deviation in code width from the ideal value.  Ideally, each code width would be one 

LSB.  INL is the deviation of the transfer function from the ideal line.  DNL and INL are 

usually represented in terms of LSB.  The offset error is simply the offset of the best fit 

line.  The full scale error is the change in slope of the transfer function from the ideal 

slope of the ADC.  A missing code occurs when a code width is zero volts, and will have 

zero hits in the tally array.  A sparkle code occurs when subsequent input values of the 

analog ramp result in output codes that differ by more than a specified amount.   
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Figure 3.6 ADC Transfer Function Example 

At the beginning of the test, a pattern is run to set proper control registers to put 

the device in the proper state.  For this test, the correct channel is set, the clamp, offset, 

and PGA are all disabled, and the digital circuitry is bypassed.  This leaves simply a 

direct analog input to the ADC which outputs directly to the output pins.  The VLCT has 

built in functions for testing linearity.  It allows the user to specify the input start and stop 

voltage, number of hits, and digital outputs for the device.  This method uses the VRef 

resource on the UPMU to source the voltage ramp.  The function can then source the 

ramp and collect all the digital output data.  Software functions are also available to 

calculate all of the above parameters from the data.  The shortcoming of this method is 

that it uses a pattern as timing to strobe in the input data and to capture the digital output 

data.  As stated above, however, digital patterns on the VLCT do not allow for any 
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control of timing, and so the timing is not always consistent.  Because of this, when the 

function was used to test the device, the repeatability was not as good as desired.  As an 

alternative, a mixed signal setup was used to manually create a voltage ramp using the 

AWG and to define the outputs for digital capture.  This allowed clocking in the input 

and capturing the output data at a range of speeds.  Unfortunately, there is currently a 

restriction in the VLCT software that will not allow the linearity variables to be 

calculated unless the statements for the built in functions are executed previously because 

they are required to set up the output structure.  To resolve this issue, a dummy routine 

was created that executed the built in functions, but then placed the manually collected 

mixed signal data into the correct array so that the variables could be calculated.  The test 

was much more repeatable using this method, and as an added bonus, the test time for the 

test was also reduced, since the input data was being clocked in at a much faster rate.  

Figure 3.7 shows a flowchart describing the test in more detail. 
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Figure 3.7 Linearity Test Flowchart 
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 The test program code for the six analog tests, dummy routine, and mixed signal 

setups are included in the appendix. 

 

Test Time Profiles 

The test time profiles for the VLCT test program and the existing test program are 

shown in Table 3.1.  The power glitch and power cycle tests were not mentioned above 

and will not remain in the test program.  These tests were in place to address specific 

customer issues.  The problems that these tests detect are to be addressed by the latest 

device revision, at which time the tests will no longer be necessary.  The serial 

communication test in the existing test program is included in the boundary scan test.  

The table shows that the VLCT test program manages to reduce the test time while 

maintaining the same test coverage, however, the test program must still be verified to 

ensure that each test is as effective as its counterpart in the existing test program.   
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Table 3.1 Test Time Profiles 

VLCT Test Profile   Existing Test Profile  
Test Time   Test Time 
Set up 144.298 msec   Pre-test 41.239 msec 
Continuity 33.889 msec   Continuity 87.627 msec 
Leakage 392.783 msec   Leakage 690.921 msec 
Scan 2.23595 msec   Scan 126.317 msec 
Mem BIST 213.383 msec   Memory BIST 146.062 msec 
Boundary Scan 312.077 msec   Boundary Scan 177.685 msec 
CPU Test 542.071 msec   CPU Test 346.847 msec 
Serial Communication 138.67 msec         
Output Levels 313.069 msec   Output Levels 454.528 msec 
PGA Gain 860.73 msec   PGA Gain 878.895 msec 
Linearity Ch. 1 & 2 355.759 msec   Linearity Ch. 1 & 2 712.12 msec 
Linearity Ch. 3 & 4 288.725 msec   Linearity Ch. 3 & 4 702.491 msec 
Clamp 346.207 msec   Clamp 1566.366 msec 
Supply 492.231 msec   Supply 914.31 msec 
Power Glitch 707.648 msec   Power Glitch 2202 msec 
Setup Elapsed time 54.029 msec   Power Cycle 384.969 msec 
        Profile Overhead 0.294 msec 
        Post-Test 85.151 msec 
        Profile Overhead 0.294 msec 
              
Total Test Time 7.44 sec   Total Test Time 11.066 sec 
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CHAPTER IV 

VERIFICATION 

 

After completion of the all the tests required for the test program, the new test 

program must be verified to ensure the same effectiveness as the existing test program.  

The new test program was put through somewhat of a characterization process.  The 

process consisted of a repeatability study, correlating failing units from the old to new 

test program, a large quantity of units tested in lab conditions, and a large quantity of 

units tested in the production environment.   

 

Repeatability 

 The repeatability of a test is possibly more important than the accuracy of the test.  

A test that is not accurate, but consistently not accurate can have its limits shifted to still 

test effectively.  There is no such simple remedy for a non-repeatable test.  Such a test 

would be a threat to pass actual failing units, and fail actual passing units.  Using guard 

bands is one method of addressing an unrepeatable test.  This method consists of 

applying a buffer between the required specification and the actual test limit.  This can 

help eliminate passing failing units, but it still results in failing some passing units.   

The repeatability study consisted of 10 units that were tested 50 times each on two 

separate VLCT testers.  The units were also tested on the existing tester platform for a 

reference.  For each unit on each tester, the mean, standard deviation, minimum, 

maximum, Cpk, and Cp were calculated.  Cpk and Cp are quantities that are used to 
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monitor processes.  Cpk is the process capability index.  It takes into account the 

variation and alignment within the limits of a given process.  It is calculated as the 

distance from the mean of the process to the upper or lower test limit (which ever 

distance is less) divided by three times the standard deviation.  Cp is the process 

capability and represents the maximum attainable Cpk value for a process.  It is 

calculated as the difference of the upper and lower test limit divided by six times the 

standard deviation.  For a process that is perfectly aligned, Cpk will equal Cp.  While the 

standard deviation would be the most natural choice for examining the repeatability of a 

process, a test program consist of many different test each having different scales and 

units.  Cp and Cpk allow for the variation to be standardized with respect to its test limits.  

This way, the variation for all the tests can be compared on the same scale.  For this 

reason, the Cp and Cpk values are the main parameters to analyze for the study.  A 

general rule of thumb in the semiconductor industry is that a Cp or Cpk value of 1.33 or 

higher is a stable process. 

There is no data for digital test, as they are only pass fail, so the tests being looked 

at in the repeatability study are leakage, output levels, supply, clamp, linearity, and PGA 

gain.  The results for most of the tests were excellent.  For leakage, the Cp and Cpk 

values ranged from approximately 150 and up.  For output levels, the values were from 

approximately 50 and up.  For supply, the values were from approximately three and up, 

and for clamp the values were from approximately five and up.  The only issues came 

from the linearity and PGA gain tests.  A few units had Cpk values slightly lower than 

1.33, and there were three marginal fails.  The data summary for these units can be seen 
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in Table 4.1.  The table shows the mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, lower 

production limit (LPL), upper production limit (UPL), Cpk and Cp.  While Cpk is useful 

for monitoring the alignment of a process consisting of many separate samples, this 

repeatability study is looking at the same sample repeatedly whose alignment has already 

been determined by the manufacturing process.  Therefore, Cp is a more important 

parameter when the variation of repeated measurement on the same unit is being 

analyzed.  While all the values in Table 4.1 have Cpk values lower than 1.33, the Cp 

values are all above this threshold.   
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Table 4.1 Marginal Cpk Values 

Par Name Mean Std dev Min Max LPL UPL Cpk (Prod) Cp (Prod) 

Unit 22 on  VLCT 6         

DNL_MAX_Y_CH1_27MHZ 0.619297 1.30E-01 0.428395 1.089094 0 0.99 0.95 1.80 

         

Unit 13 on VLCT 2         

DNL_MAX_Y_CH1_27MHZ 0.697925 0.089661 0.52388 0.895465 0 0.999 1.119308 1.86 

DNL_MAX_C_CH2_27MHZ 0.641404 0.114134 0.434653 0.874038 0 0.999 1.044376 1.46 

DNL_MAX_Y_CH3 0.63637 0.122413 0.401762 0.944558 0 0.999 0.987448 1.36 

         

Unit 6 on VLCT 6         

PGA_GAIN_1_8_CH2 1.68443 0.01104 1.6625 1.704414 1.65 1.95 1.04 4.53 

PGA_GAIN_1_9_CH2 1.774753 0.008328 1.761172 1.795273 1.75 2.05 0.99 6.00 

PGA_GAIN_2_0_CH2 1.867479 0.007543 1.85625 1.888398 1.85 2.15 0.77 6.63 

         

Unit 7 on VLCT 6         

PGA_GAIN_1_9_CH1 2.038635 0.004095 2.031456 2.047379 1.75 2.05 0.93 12.21 

PGA_GAIN_2_0_CH1 2.143786 0.003586 2.136748 2.151408 1.85 2.15 0.58 13.94 

         

Unit 12 on VLCT 6         

PGA_GAIN_1_7_CH2 1.589717 0.012108 1.571875 1.610625 1.55 1.85 1.09 4.13 

PGA_GAIN_1_8_CH2 1.680082 0.010592 1.663594 1.698242 1.65 1.95 0.95 4.72 

PGA_GAIN_1_9_CH2 1.774117 0.008487 1.75875 1.789961 1.75 2.05 0.95 5.89 

PGA_GAIN_2_0_CH2 1.864728 0.006263 1.849531 1.873906 1.85 2.15 0.78 7.98 

         

Unit 16 on VLCT 6         

PGA_GAIN_1_8_CH2 1.694429 1.13E-02 1.676992 1.70832 1.65 1.95 1.31 4.42 

PGA_GAIN_1_9_CH2 1.783965 1.16E-02 1.767812 1.80582 1.75 2.05 0.98 4.31 

PGA_GAIN_2_0_CH2 1.87852 1.14E-02 1.860391 1.902344 1.85 2.15 0.83 4.38 

 

Failure Correlation 

The next step in the verification process was to correlate failing units.  This was to 

verify that the VLCT test program would correctly fail units which had been identified as 

fails from the existing test program.  The procedure was basically a go or no-go 

procedure.  Failing units from the existing test program were simply tested on the VLCT 

to ensure that the VLCT would catch the fails.  Failures were correlated for the following 

tests: scan, boundary scan, memory BIST, CPU test, serial communication, leakage, 
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output levels, supply, and linearity.  Units failing PGA gain and clamp in the existing test 

program were not able to be obtained and were not correlated. 

 

Handler Data 

To ensure that the test program would be effective across a broader range of units, 

680 units were tested one time each in a lab environment.  The units were tested using an 

automatic handler.  All of the units were previously tested as good units by the existing 

test program, so ideally all should have passed on the VLCT.  The results were not quite 

ideal and are summarized in Table 4.2.  A note on the good units is that PGA gain shows 

marginal Cpk values for gain levels of 0.5, 1.8, 1.9, and 2.0 V/V, and linearity shows 

marginal Cpk values on various DNL and INL tests.  This information is shown in Table 

4.3.  It is also notable that the PGA gain tests with marginal Cpk values were most the 

high gain levels, correlating to the marginal values observed during the repeatability 

study.   

Table 4.2 Handler Data Summary 

Bin  Units  Percentage 
Good 653 96.03% 

Leakage Failure  23 3.38% 
PGA Failure 3 0.44% 

Linearity Failure 1 0.15% 
Total Units 680   
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Table 4.3 Data on Marginal Good Units 

Par Name Mean Std dev Min Max LPL UPL Cpk (Prod) Cp (Prod) 

PGA_GAIN_0_5_CH1 0.54791 0.048337 0.473889 0.617262 0.35 0.65 0.704011 1.03 

PGA_GAIN_1_8_CH1 1.809886 0.026931 1.725714 1.93004 1.65 1.95 1.734248 1.86 

PGA_GAIN_1_9_CH1 1.916382 0.028246 1.820635 2.049167 1.75 2.05 1.576846 1.77 

PGA_GAIN_2_0_CH1 2.020429 0.030828 1.924325 2.126111 1.85 2.15 1.401024 1.62 

PGA_GAIN_1_8_CH2 1.76707 0.027146 1.676016 1.867305 1.65 1.95 1.437541 1.84 

PGA_GAIN_1_9_CH2 1.871631 0.027243 1.769648 1.958711 1.75 2.05 1.488208 1.84 

PGA_GAIN_2_0_CH2 1.96902 0.028387 1.87207 2.052031 1.85 2.15 1.397593 1.76 

                  

DNL_MIN_Y_CH1_27MHZ -0.62469 0.202244 -0.965 -0.3315 -0.999 0 0.616927 0.82 

INL_MAX_Y_CH1_27MHZ 1.163939 0.405155 0.591677 1.980108 0 2.3 0.934672 0.95 

INL_MIN_Y_CH1_27MHZ -1.09062 0.311577 -1.755 -0.6171 -2.3 0 1.166773 1.23 

DNL_MIN_C_CH2_27MHZ -0.60892 0.151654 -0.92863 -0.31971 -0.999 0 0.85739 1.1 

INL_MAX_C_CH2_27MHZ 1.136759 0.253175 0.640285 1.794123 0 2.3 1.496673 1.51 

INL_MIN_C_CH2_27MHZ -1.06517 0.212056 -1.72577 -0.7066 -2.3 0 1.674352 1.81 

DNL_MIN_Y_CH3 -0.57822 0.078492 -0.87425 -0.39017 -0.999 0 1.786922 2.12 

 

Revisions 

The information obtained from the repeatability study and 680 units tested in the 

lab led to a few improvements in the test program.  The three PGA gain failing units were 

examined and it was discovered that the signal was sometimes being clipped at high 

gains.  The test was modified to prevent clipping at high gains.  The input voltages used 

were changed from using the same two DC voltages for all gain levels to using 0.25 V 

and 0.35 V for gains from 0.5 to 1.0 V/V, and 0.2 V and 0.1 V for gains from 1.1 to 2.0 

V/V.  This resolved the issue for the three failing units.  It may also explain why the PGA 

gain test had marginal Cpk values for high gains in the repeatability study and for the 

passing units tested with the handler. 

The leakage test was also modified.  The current range on the UPMU that sources 

the voltage to the pin was changed from 15 µA to 10 µA.  This is the maximum current 
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that can be sourced from the UPMU.  With a lower current range, the accuracy and 

resolution of forcing and measuring the current is improved.  Unfortunately, this did not 

resolve the issue of the leakage failing devices. 

 

Production Environment Data 

The new test program was now to be tested in a production environment.  

Because of issues with the clamp and leakage tests, these tests were removed from the 

VLCT test program.  A dual test flow was set up involving the VLCT and the existing 

tester.  The units were tested first on the VLCT and then on the existing tester.  The 

clamp and leakage tests were performed on the existing tester along with some 

redundancy of some of the more critical tests: linearity, PGA gain, memory BIST, CPU 

test, power glitch, and boundary scan.  An assembly lot of over 1000 units was tested at 

the production assembly and test site using the dual test flow.  There were no failing units 

that were missed by the VLCT test program.  While there were a couple of clamp and 

leakage fails, none of the redundant test failed on the existing tester.  This demonstrated 

that the VLCT would not allow failing units to mistakenly pass.  The overall yield for the 

dual test flow was comparable to yields from the existing test program, and actually 

somewhat higher. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

The goal of this thesis was to evaluate the capabilities of testing digital video 

decoders using a low cost tester.  Any time a tester is chosen for a device, there are 

always trade offs between accuracy, repeatability, and cost.  It was proposed that while a 

high performance tester may be necessary for characterization of a device because of its 

improved measurement accuracy and resolution, a mature device with a stable production 

yield can be adequately tested with a lower cost tester.  For the device under study, the 

VLCT was chosen as the low cost tester. 

For the time being, the VLCT was not able to match the complete test coverage of 

the existing test program.  Issues with the clamp and leakage test prevented them from 

testing as effective as the existing test program.  The remaining tests were able to be 

performed on the VLCT, although the repeatability of the linearity test showed to be 

slightly less than the existing test program.   

When changing to a new test program, there are two main concerns: passing units 

that should have failed, and failing units that should have passed.  The first of these is 

more critical because you never want a bad unit to be shipped to the customer.  The 

production study showed that the VLCT did not miss any fails that were later caught by 

the existing tester, which suggests that the new test program would not allow any failing 

units to mistakenly pass.  While the first concern might be considered the more serious 

mistake, anytime a unit fails that should have passed, money is lost because a unit that 
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could have been sold must be scrapped.  Because the yield of the dual test flow tested in 

production was higher than the yield of the existing test program, it suggests that this will 

not be a problem either. 

The existing test coverage can be matched by the dual test flow described above.  

This added complexity to the production flow can be justified by the cost reduction that 

can be achieved using the VLCT.   For implementation in production, it would be 

necessary to have a period where the redundant tests were left in the existing tester flow 

to ensure that failing units were not mistakenly being shipped to the customer.  After a 

period when it has been proven that the VLCT is not missing any failing units, the 

redundant tests can be removed from the existing tester flow to optimize the cost 

reduction.  Also, future improvements to the leakage and clamp tests could allow for the 

device to be tested solely by the VLCT.   

While the VLCT cannot presently be used as the sole means of testing digital 

video decoders, it can help to drastically reduce the cost of testing, which is a significant 

portion of the overall cost of fabricating an IC. 
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APPENDIX 
 

TEST PROGRAM CODE 
 
 
 

Mixed Signal Setups 
 

 MSWaveTableOpen;  
 
   for step:= 1 to 256 do 
       PGA_Level_1[step]:= round((0.35/1.1)*0x3fff);    
   for step:= 1 to 256 do 
       PGA_Level_2[step]:= round((0.25/1.1)*0x3fff); 
   for step:= 1 to 256 do 
       PGA_Level_3[step]:= round((0.20/1.1)*0x3fff); 
   for step:= 1 to 256 do 
       PGA_Level_4[step]:= round((0.10/1.1)*0x3fff); 
 
   for step:= 1 to 256 do 
       clamp_discharge[step]:= round((0.0/1.1)*0x3fff); 
 
 
 
   for step:= 1 to 16384{8192}{16384} do 
       ADC_Ramp_Signal[step] := round(((step-1)/(1024*16-1)) * 0x3fff); 
   for step:= 16385 to 32*1024{8192}{16384} do 
       ADC_Ramp_Signal[step] := 0x3ffff-round(((step-1)/(1024*16-1)) * 0x3fff); 
 
 
   for step := 0 to 50 do 
      clamp_data[step] := round((0/1023)*0x3fff); 
   for step := 51 to 1023 do 
      clamp_data[step] := round((200/1023)*0x3fff); 
 
   MSWaveSetArb (clamp_input, 0v, clamp_data); 
 
   MSWaveSetArb (Discharge_C, 0v, clamp_discharge); 
   MSWaveSetArb (Ramp_0_1V, 0v, ADC_Ramp_Signal); 
   MSWaveSetArb (PGA_DC_1 , 0v, PGA_Level_1); 
   MSWaveSetArb (PGA_DC_2 , 0v, PGA_Level_2); 
   MSWaveSetArb (PGA_DC_3 , 0v, PGA_Level_3); 
   MSWaveSetArb (PGA_DC_4 , 0v, PGA_Level_4); 
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   MSWaveTableClose; 
    
     
 
  MSConfigTableOpen; 
 
 MSSetDataConfig(DigOutConfig_Y, 10, 1, S_LSW, 27MgHz, S_DIVCLK, 
      {Y_0,} Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, Y_5, Y_6, Y_7, Y_8, Y_9,GLC0_ADC); 
 
 MSSetDataConfig(DigOutConfig_Y1, 11, 1, S_LSW, 27MgHz, S_DIVCLK, 
      Y_0, Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, Y_5, Y_6, Y_7, Y_8, Y_9,GLC0_ADC); 
 
 MSSetDataConfig(DigOutConfig_C, 10, 1, S_LSW, 27MgHz, S_DIVCLK, 
      C_0, C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4, C_5, C_6, C_7, C_8, C_9); 
 
 MSSetDataConfig(DigOutConfig_C1, 11, 1, S_LSW, 27MgHz, S_DIVCLK, 
      FID_ADC, C_0, C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4, C_5, C_6, C_7, C_8, C_9); 
 
    MSSetDataConfig(Dummy, 10, 1, S_LSW, 27MgHz, S_PATT, 
      Y_0, Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, Y_5, Y_6, Y_7, Y_8, Y_9); 
 
    MSSetDataConfig(Dummy1, 10, 1, S_LSW, 27MgHz, S_PATT, 
      Y_0, Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, Y_5, Y_6, Y_7, Y_8, Y_9,GLC0_ADC); 
 
    MSSetDataConfig(DIG_Y, 10, 1, S_LSW, 27MgHz, S_PATT, 
      Y_0, Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, Y_4, Y_5, Y_6, Y_7, Y_8, Y_9); 
 
    MSSetDataConfig(DIG_C, 10, 1, S_LSW, 27MgHz, S_PATT, 
      C_0, C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4, C_5, C_6, C_7, C_8, C_9); 
 
 
 
  MSConfigTableClose; 
 
 
 
  MSSetupOpen(PGA_CH1_1_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   PGA_DC_1, 
                   256,            (* samples             *) 
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                   27MGHZ,         (* sample rate         *) 
                   0{100},         (* duration            *) 
                   40mghz,         (* filter              *) 
                   1.2V{1.6V},    (* max volt            *) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V{0.65V}       (* common mode voltage *) 
                   ); 
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_Y,Dig_Data1,1.2V,256,27MGHz,0); 
  MSSetupClose; 
   
    MSSetupOpen(PGA_CH1_2_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   PGA_DC_2, 
                   256,            (* samples             *) 
                   27MGHZ,         (* sample rate         *) 
                   0{100},         (* duration            *) 
                   40mghz,         (* filter              *) 
                   1.2V{1.6V},    (* max volt            *) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V{0.65V}       (* common mode voltage *) 
                   ); 
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_Y,Dig_Data2,1.2V,256,27MGHz,0); 
  MSSetupClose; 
 
  MSSetupOpen(PGA_CH1_3_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   PGA_DC_3, 
                   256,            (* samples             *) 
                   27MGHZ,         (* sample rate         *) 
                   0{100},         (* duration            *) 
                   40mghz,         (* filter              *) 
                   1.2V{1.6V},    (* max volt            *) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V{0.65V}       (* common mode voltage *) 
                   ); 
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_Y,Dig_Data1,1.2V,256,27MGHz,0); 
  MSSetupClose; 
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  MSSetupOpen(PGA_CH1_4_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   PGA_DC_4, 
                   256,            (* samples             *) 
                   27MGHZ,         (* sample rate         *) 
                   0{100},         (* duration            *) 
                   40mghz,         (* filter              *) 
                   1.2V{1.6V},    (* max volt            *) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V{0.65V}       (* common mode voltage *) 
                   ); 
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_Y,Dig_Data2,1.2V,256,27MGHz,0); 
  MSSetupClose; 
 
 
 
 
  
  MSSetupOpen(PGA_CH2_1_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   PGA_DC_1, 
                   256,                (* samples *) 
                   27MGHZ,             (* sample rate *) 
                   0{100},             (* duration *) 
                   40mghz,             (* filter *) 
                   1.2V ,             (* max volt*) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V                  (* common mode voltage *) 
                   ); 
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_C,Dig_Data1,1.2V{3.3V},256,27MGHz,0); 
  MSSetupClose; 
 
   
  MSSetupOpen(PGA_CH2_2_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
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                   PGA_DC_2, 
                   256,               (* samples *) 
                   27MGHZ,            (* sample rate *) 
                   0{100},            (* duration *) 
                   40mghz,            (* filter *) 
                   1.2V{1.6V},        (* max volt*) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V                 (* common mode voltage *) 
                   ); 
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_C,Dig_Data2,1.2V{3.3V},256,27MGHz,0); 
  MSSetupClose; 
  
 MSSetupOpen(PGA_CH2_3_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   PGA_DC_3, 
                   256,            (* samples             *) 
                   27MGHZ,         (* sample rate         *) 
                   0{100},         (* duration            *) 
                   40mghz,         (* filter              *) 
                   1.2V{1.6V},    (* max volt            *) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V{0.65V}       (* common mode voltage *) 
                   ); 
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_C,Dig_Data1,1.2V,256,27MGHz,0); 
  MSSetupClose; 
 
  MSSetupOpen(PGA_CH2_4_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   PGA_DC_4, 
                   256,            (* samples             *) 
                   27MGHZ,         (* sample rate         *) 
                   0{100},         (* duration            *) 
                   40mghz,         (* filter              *) 
                   1.2V{1.6V},    (* max volt            *) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V{0.65V}       (* common mode voltage *) 
                   ); 
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_C,Dig_Data2,1.2V,256,27MGHz,0); 
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  MSSetupClose; 
 
 
 
  MSSetupOpen(Linearity_CH1_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   Ramp_0_1V, 
                   1024*32,           (* samples *) 
                   27MGHZ,             (* sample rate *) 
                   0{100},             (* duration *) 
                   40mghz,             (* filter *) 
                   1.4V,               (* max volt*) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V               (* common mode voltage *) 
                   ); 
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_Y,Dig_Data,1.1V{3.3V},1024*32,27MGHz,0); 
  MSSetupClose; 
 
 
 
 MSSetupOpen(Linearity_CH2_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   Ramp_0_1V, 
                   1024*32 ,          (* samples *) 
                   27MGHZ,             (* sample rate *) 
                   0{100},             (* duration *) 
                   40mghz,             (* filter *) 
                   1.4V,               (* max volt*) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V               (* common mode voltage *) 
                   ); 
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_C,Dig_Data,1.1V{3.3V},1024*32,27MGHz,0); 
  MSSetupClose; 
 
 MSSetupOpen(Linearity_CH3_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH3_4, 
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                   MS_AWG_CH3_4, 
                   Ramp_0_1V, 
                   1024 *32,          (* samples *) 
                   27MGHZ,             (* sample rate *) 
                   0{100},             (* duration *) 
                   40mghz,             (* filter *) 
                   1.4V,               (* max volt*) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V               (* common mode voltage *) 
                   ); 
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_Y,Dig_Data,1.1V{3.3V},1024*32,27MGHz,0); 
  MSSetupClose; 
 
 MSSetupOpen(Linearity_CH4_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH3_4, 
                   MS_AWG_CH3_4, 
                   Ramp_0_1V, 
                   1024 *32,           (* samples *) 
                   27MGHZ,              (* sample rate *) 
                   0{100},              (* duration *) 
                   40mghz,              (* filter *) 
                   1.4V,                (* max volt*) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V                (* common mode voltage *) 
                   ); 
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_C,Dig_Data,1.1V{3.3V},1024*32,27MGHz,0); 
  MSSetupClose; 
 
 
 
 MSSetupOpen(Clamp_CH1_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   clamp_input, 
                   1024,                (* samples *) 
                   27MGHZ, {27MGHZ,}    (* sample rate *) 
                   9000{100},           (* duration *) 
                   27mghz,              (* filter *) 
                   1.1V{1.8V},          (* max volt*) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
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                   0.6V{0.7V}           (* common mode voltage *) 
                   );  
    
MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_Y,DigDataSet1,1.1V,1024*5,27MGHZ,{27MGHz,} 
                  0{1024}); 
 
MSSetupClose; 
 
 MSSetupOpen(Clamp_CH2_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   MS_AWG_CH1_2, 
                   clamp_input, 
                   1024,                (* samples *) 
                   27MGHZ,              (* sample rate *) 
                   9000{100},           (* duration *) 
                   27mghz,              (* filter *) 
                   1.1V{1.8V},          (* max volt*) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.60V{0.7V}           (* common mode voltage *) 
                   );  
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_C,DigDataSet2,1.1V{3.3V},1024*5,27MGHz, 
                   0{1024}); 
  MSSetupClose; 
 
 
 MSSetupOpen(Clamp_CH3_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH3_4, 
                   MS_AWG_CH3_4, 
                   clamp_input, 
                   1024,                (* samples *) 
                   27MGHZ,              (* sample rate *) 
                   9000{100},           (* duration *) 
                   27mghz,              (* filter *) 
                   1.1V{1.8V},          (* max volt*) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.60V{0.7V}           (* common mode voltage *) 
                   );  
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_Y,DigDataSet3,1.1V{3.3V},1024*5,27MGHz, 
                   0{1024}); 
  MSSetupClose; 
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 MSSetupOpen(Clamp_CH4_MS); 
    MSClockSetMaster(270mghz); 
    MSClockSetDivider(XTAL1, 10, 0, 5); { 27MGHZ } 
    MSAnalogSource(MS_AWG_CH3_4, 
                   MS_AWG_CH3_4, 
                   clamp_input, 
                   1024,                (* samples *) 
                   27MGHZ,              (* sample rate *) 
                   9000{100},           (* duration *) 
                   10mghz,              (* filter *) 
                   1.1V{1.8V},          (* max volt*) 
                   S_Single_ended, 
                   0.6V{0.7V}           (* common mode voltage *) 
                   );  
    MSDigitalCapture(DigOutConfig_C,DigDataSet4,1.1V{3.3V},1024*5,27MGHz, 
                   0); 
MSSetupClose; 
 
 
 

Leakage Test 
 

procedure T_Input_Leakage_UPMU_proc ; 
 
Var 
  site_index    : integer; 
  pstatus       : integer; 
  count         : integer; 
  II_start_Tnum : integer; 
  Volt_Read     : ADCArrayType3{MSRealArray}; 
  pl_len        : integer; 
  pl_arr        : PinListarrayType; 
  curr_value    : MSTrealArray; 
  Test_Result   : MSBoolArray; 
  testpinname   : string80; 
 
begin 
 
    (* power up DIB *) 
    P_Set_HIB_Power(3.3v, 3.3v, 3.3v, 5.0v, -5.2v); (* Power HIB devices *) 
    P_Set_DUT_Power(3.3v, 1.8v, 1.8v, 1.8v,  3.3v); (* power up digital  *) 
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    DCConnect(K41, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K42, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K43, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K44, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K45, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K46, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K47, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K48, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K49, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K50, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K51, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
 
    DCConnect(K2,  S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K5,  S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K10, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K11, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K12, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K15, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K16, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K17, S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect(K21, S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
 
    DCConnect(K60, S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
    DCConnect(K7,  S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
 
    DCConnect(II_3,   S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
    DCConnect(AIP_D,  S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
    DCConnect(TMS,    S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
    DCConnect(SDA,    S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
      
    DCConnect(RESETB, S_LOW, S_OPEN);                       {RESET Low} 
 DCConnect(K23,    S_LOW, S_OPEN);                       {TMS} 
    DCConnect(K25,    S_LOW, S_OPEN);                       {SDA} 
    DCConnect(K26,    S_LOW, S_OPEN);                       {SCL}  
    DCConnect(K24,    S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); {PWDN}  
    DCConnect(K27,    S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); {RESET}  
 
 PinListGet(II_1, pl_arr, pl_len); 
 
    (************************* IIH **************************) 
    TestOpen(IIH); 
 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then  
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       II_start_Tnum := 6000; 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then  
       II_start_Tnum := 46000; 
    
    DCConnect(II_3,   S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
    DCConnect(AIP_D,  S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
    DCConnect(TMS,    S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
      
    DCConnect(RESETB, S_LOW, S_OPEN);                       {RESET Low} 
 DCConnect(K23,    S_LOW, S_OPEN);                       {TMS} 
    DCConnect(K25,    S_LOW, S_OPEN);                       {SDA} 
    DCConnect(K26,    S_LOW, S_OPEN);                       {SCL}  
    DCConnect(K24,    S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); {PWDN}  
    DCConnect(K27,    S_LOW, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); {RESET}  
 
 PinListGet(II_1, pl_arr, pl_len); 
 
     (* measurement *) 
       for count :=1 to pl_len do  
  begin 
    
 
   if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then  
         SupplySetRange(S_UPMU1A, 3.3v, 5v, 10ua); 
   if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then  
         SupplySetRange(S_UPMU1A, 3.3v, 5v, 15ua); 
 
       wait (1ms); 
 
      DCConnect(pl_arr[count], S_LOW, S_OPEN, S_UPMU); 
      wait (3ms); 
 
         Discard(SupplyRead(S_UPMU1A, S_Current)); 
         for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do 
           curr_value[site_index]:= V_Supply_Value[site_index]; 
 
   if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then 
   begin 
          CmpLimitMS( videc_Tnum[II_start_Tnum],  
                      videc_Tname[II_start_Tnum],  
                      curr_value,  
                      -1ua,  
                      1ua, 
   Test_Result 
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                      );  
   end;  
 
   if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then 
   begin 
 
          CmpLimitMS( videc_Tnum[II_start_Tnum],  
                      videc_Tname[II_start_Tnum],  
                      curr_value,  
                      -10ua,  
                     10ua, 
   Test_Result 
                      );  
   end;  
 
 
          II_start_Tnum := II_start_Tnum + 1; 
 
      DCConnect(pl_arr[count], S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
 
      end; 
 
  If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then 
  begin 
         DevSetStates (Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
      ResultsRecord(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
  end; 
 
   TestClose; 
    (********************************************************) 
   DCConnect (II_3, S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
   PinListGet(II_2, pl_arr, pl_len); 
    (************************* IIL **************************) 
   TestOpen(IIL); 
 
      (* measurement *) 
 if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then  
    II_start_Tnum := 6050; 
  
 if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then  
    II_start_Tnum := 46050; 
 
    for count :=1 to pl_len do  
 begin    
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  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then  
      SupplySetRange(S_UPMU1A, 0.0v, 5v, 10ua); 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then  
      SupplySetRange(S_UPMU1A, 0.0v, 5v, 15ua); 
 
        wait( 1ms ); 
     DCConnect(pl_arr[count], S_LOW, S_OPEN, S_UPMU); 
     wait (1ms); 
        Discard(SupplyRead(S_UPMU1A, S_Current)); 
 
        for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do 
        curr_value[site_index]:= V_Supply_Value[site_index]; 
 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then 
  begin 
         CmpLimitMS( videc_Tnum[II_start_Tnum],  
                     videc_Tname[II_start_Tnum],  
                     curr_value,  
                     -1ua,  
                     1ua, 
  Test_Result 
                     ); 
  end; 
 
        if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then 
        begin 
 
         CmpLimitMS( videc_Tnum[II_start_Tnum],  
                     videc_Tname[II_start_Tnum],  
                     curr_value,  
                     -10ua,  
                     10ua, 
  Test_Result 
                     ); 
 
  end; 
        II_start_Tnum := II_start_Tnum + 1; 
 
        DCConnect(pl_arr[count], S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
 
    end; 
 
 If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then 
 begin 
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        DevSetStates(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
     ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
 end; 
    TestClose; 
 
    (********************************************************) 
 
    SetupSelect(PowerDownDC); 
 
end; 
 
 
 

 
Output Levels Test 

 
procedure T_Voh_Vol_proc ; 
Var 
  pstatus, i, site_index  : integer; 
  gaindb      : ADCArrayType4; 
  PGAGain     : real; 
(*------------------------------------------------------------------------*) 
function test_VOH_VOL(ADCIN: analogchanlist; ADCIN_level: treal;  
ADCOUT_Pinlist: Pinlist; videc_start_Tnum: integer): boolean; 
 
var 
  count, i        : integer; 
  Volt_Read       : ADCArrayType3{MSRealArray}; 
  pl_len          : integer; 
  pl_arr          : PinListarrayType; 
  curr_value      : MSTrealArray; 
  Test_Result     : MSBoolArray; 
  voh_vol_Tnum    : integer; 
 
 
begin 
    voh_vol_Tnum := videc_start_Tnum; 
   
 
   AnalogSetConnect(ADCIN,  S_VREF); 
   {DCConnect (ADCOUT_Pinlist, S_LOW, S_OPEN, S_UPMUA);} 
   PinListGet(ADCOUT_Pinlist, pl_arr, pl_len); 
   SupplySetRange(S_UPMU1A, -1V, 5V, 500uA); 
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     (* set ADC outputs to low *) 
    AnalogSet(ADCIN, S_VREF, ADCIN_level, 0.0v); 
    wait (5ms); 
    
     (* measurement *) 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then  
  begin  
    for count :=1 to pl_len do begin 
    
      DCConnect(pl_arr[count], S_LOW, S_OPEN, S_UPMU); 
  
   wait (5ms); 
 
      Discard(SupplyRead(S_UPMU1A, S_Voltage)); 
            DCConnect(pl_arr[count], S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
      for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do 
         curr_value[site_index]:= V_Supply_Value[site_index]; 
 
       if (ADCIN_level > 1.0v) then 
         CmpLimitMS(videc_Tnum[voh_vol_Tnum], 
videc_Tname[voh_vol_Tnum],  
                       curr_value, 3.1v, 3.5v, Test_Result); 
 
       if (ADCIN_level < 1.0v) then 
         CmpLimitMS(videc_Tnum[voh_vol_Tnum], 
videc_Tname[voh_vol_Tnum],  
                       curr_value, -0.2v, 0.2v, Test_Result); 
       voh_vol_Tnum := voh_vol_Tnum + 1; 
 
    end; (* end for *) 
  end; 
 
 
 if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then  
 begin  
  {voh_vol_Tnum := 43000;} 
 
    for count :=1 to pl_len do begin 
    
      DCConnect(pl_arr[count], S_LOW, S_OPEN, S_UPMU); 
   wait (1ms); 
 
      Discard(SupplyRead(S_UPMU1A, S_Voltage)); 
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      for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do 
         curr_value[site_index]:= V_Supply_Value[site_index]; 
 
       if (ADCIN_level > 1.0v) then 
         CmpLimitMS(videc_Tnum[voh_vol_Tnum], 
videc_Tname[voh_vol_Tnum],  
                       curr_value, 3.0v, 3.6v, Test_Result); 
 
       if (ADCIN_level < 1.0v) then 
         CmpLimitMS(videc_Tnum[voh_vol_Tnum], 
videc_Tname[voh_vol_Tnum],  
                       curr_value, -0.3v, 0.3v, Test_Result); 
        
       voh_vol_Tnum := voh_vol_Tnum + 1; 
 
    end; (* end for *) 
 end; 
 
   AnalogSet(ADCIN, S_VREF, 0v, 0.0v); 
 
   AnalogSetConnect(ADCIN,  S_OPEN); 
 
   DCConnect (ADCOUT_Pinlist, S_LOW, S_OPEN);   
 
end; 
(*--------- end of function test_VOH_VOL--------------------------------*) 
 
begin 
  If (V_Any_Dev_Active) or (TIIgnoreFail) then  
   begin 
    TestOpen(OUTPUT_LEVELS); 
      P_Set_HIB_Power(3.3v, 3.3v, 3.3v, 5.0v, -5.2v); (* Power HIB devices *) 
      DCSet( 3.3V, 0V, 0V, 3.3v, 1ma, -1mA, Pincard4 ); (* relays *)   
      wait (10ms); 
   
      (* Relays for XTAL *) 
      DCConnect( K9 ,                  S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      DCConnect( K60,                  S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      
      DCConnect( K40 ,                 S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      DCConnect( K41 ,                 S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      DCConnect( K42 ,                 S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      DCConnect( K43 ,                 S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      DCConnect( K44 ,                 S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
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      DCConnect( K45 ,                 S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      DCConnect( K46 ,                 S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      DCConnect( K47 ,                 S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      DCConnect( K48 ,                 S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      DCConnect( K49 ,                 S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      DCConnect( K50 ,                 S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      DCConnect( K51 ,                 S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
      
      DCConnect( Y_CONTY ,             S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
      DCConnect( C_CONTY ,             S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
 
       (* re-initialize results to true *) 
        for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do  
          If (V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true) then  
            Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := true; 
   if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then 
   begin 
         (* VOL - -0.2V VOH 1.8V *) 
         Discard(test_VOH_VOL(VI_1,  1.8v, Y_CONTY, 3000)); 
         Discard(test_VOH_VOL(VI_1, -0.2v, Y_CONTY, 3011)); 
         Discard(test_VOH_VOL(VI_2,  1.8v, C_CONTY, 4000)); 
         Discard(test_VOH_VOL(VI_2, -0.2v, C_CONTY, 4011));  
            end;       
       
   if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then 
   begin 
         (* VOL - -0.2V VOH 1.8V *) 
         Discard(test_VOH_VOL(VI_1,  1.8v, Y_CONTY, 43000)); 
         Discard(test_VOH_VOL(VI_1, -0.2v, Y_CONTY, 43011)); 
         Discard(test_VOH_VOL(VI_2,  1.8v, C_CONTY, 44000)); 
         Discard(test_VOH_VOL(VI_2, -0.2v, C_CONTY, 44011));  
            end;       
 
        If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then  
        begin 
         DevSetStates(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
      ResultsRecord(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
        end; 
                DCConnect( K40 ,                 S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
                DCConnect( K41 ,                 S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
                DCConnect( K42 ,                 S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
                DCConnect( K43 ,                 S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
                DCConnect( K44 ,                 S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
                DCConnect( K45 ,                 S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
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                DCConnect( K46 ,                 S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
                DCConnect( K47 ,                 S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
                DCConnect( K48 ,                 S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
                DCConnect( K49 ,                 S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
                DCConnect( K50 ,                 S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
                DCConnect( K51 ,                 S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
                DCSet( 3.3v, 0.3v, 3.0v, 3.3v, 0ma, 0ma, PinCard4); 
 
     
  TestClose; 
        end; 
 
end; (* end T_Voh_Vol *) 
 
 
 

Supply Test 
 

procedure T_Supply_proc; 
   Var 
   site_index      : integer;  
   result          : boolean; 
   count    : integer; 
   pstatus, i      : integer; 
   I_Read          : ADCArrayType3; 
   pl_len          : integer; 
   pl_arr          : PinListarrayType; 
   test_num        : integer; 
   patt_status     : Integer; 
   TEST_RESULT     : MSBoolArray; 
    temp            : integer; 
 
 
 begin 
       (* power off before analog tests *) 
    P_Set_DUT_Power(0.0v, 0.0v, 0.0v, 0.0v, 0.0v); 
    wait (10ms); 
 
    (* power up DUT *) 
    P_Set_DUT_Power(3.3v, 1.8v, 1.8v, 1.8v, 3.3v);  
 
    (* provide reference supply *)  
    AnalogSetConnect( A18VDDREF_F, S_VI_PWR); 
    AnalogSetConnect( A18VDDREF_S, S_VI_SENSE); 
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    AnalogSet(A18VDDREF_F, S_VI, 1.8v, 2.5v, 1ma); 
    wait(5ms); 
 
    (* setup clock *) 
    SetupSelect(I2C_DCSU, FMTSU_XTAL1_SUBCLK4); 
    wait (5ms); 
 
    DCSet( 3.3v, 0.0v, 1.5v, 1.5v, 1ma, -1ma, PinCard4); 
    wait(40ms); 
 
    Videc_Set_Subclocks(5MgHz, 10);      
    DCSet( iovdd_nom, 0v, 1.5v, 1.5v, 0ma, 0ma, ClockCard1); 
    (* can't put above statement in DCSetup in multi-site mode 040104 *) 
 
    
 TestOpen(SUPPLY_ON); 
        Discard(PatternExecute( pstatus, i2c_patt )); 
        DCSet( 3.3v, 0.3v, 3.0v, 3.3v, 1ma, -1ma, PinCard4); 
                   
  
        Videc_Set_Subclocks(15MgHz, 10);  
        wait(5ms); 
 
        Discard(PatternExecute(pstatus, supply_on_patt)); 
        wait(40ms); 
 
  
      (* run pattern on both sites *) 
          (* initialize result to true *) 
      for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do  
  begin 
         If (V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true) then 
          Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := true; 
      end; 
 
 
      (* retrieve patter pass/fail per site *) 
      for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do 
      begin 
 
 
         If ((V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true)AND(V_PF_STATUS[site_index]=fail)) 
         then Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := fail; 
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       meas_ supply(A33VDD_F,site_index,  'A33VDD_PWON'); 
       meas_ supply(A18VDD_F,site_index,  'A18VDD_PWON'); 
       meas_ supply(DVDD_F,  site_index,  'DVDD_PWON'  );     
       meas_ supply(IOVDD_F, site_index,  'IOVDD_PWON' ); 
       meas_ supply(PLL_AVDD_F, site_index,   'PLL_AVDD_PWON'); 
       meas_ supply(A18VDDREF_F, site_index,  'A18VDDREF_PWON'); 
 
       PW_ON[site_index] :=    1.8V  * AVDD18[site_index] 
                              +3.3V  * AVDD33[site_index] 
                              +1.8V  * AVDD18REF[site_index] 
                             +1.8V  * PLLVDD[site_index] 
                             +1.8V  * DVDD[site_index] 
                             +3.3V  * IOVDD[site_index]; 
   end; 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then  
  begin  
   
       CmpLimitMSUS('5700','A33VDD_PWON', AVDD33,   40ma, 
TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('5701','A18VDD_PWON', AVDD18,   85ma, 
TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('5702', 'DVDD_PWON' , DVDD,     90ma 
,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('5703', 'IOVDD_PWON', IOVDD,    15ma 
,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('5704', 'PLL_PWON'  , PLLVDD,   60ma 
,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('5705', 'REF_PWON'  , AVDD18REF, 3ma 
,TEST_RESULT);  
       CmpLimitMS('5706', 'POWER_ON_All', PW_ON    , 0mW, 420mW  
   ,TEST_RESULT); 
  end; 
 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then  
  begin  
   
       CmpLimitMSUS('45700','A33VDD_PWON_QC', AVDD33   , 
45ma,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('45701','A18VDD_PWON_QC', AVDD18   , 
90ma,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('45702', 'DVDD_PWON_QC' , DVDD     , 
95ma,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('45703', 'IOVDD_PWON_QC', IOVDD    , 
20ma,TEST_RESULT); 
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       CmpLimitMSUS('45704', 'PLL_PWON_QC'  , PLLVDD   , 
65ma,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('45705', 'REF_PWON_QC'  , AVDD18REF, 6ma, 
TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMS  ('45706', 'POWER_ON_All_QC', PW_ON   , 0mW, 
425mW 
   ,TEST_RESULT); 
  end; 
 
 
      If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then 
   begin 
    DevSetStates(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
       ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
      end;  
  TestClose; 
 
 
 
  TestOpen(SUPPLY_SAVE); 
 
     (* initialize result to true *) 
     for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do begin 
         If (V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true) then 
         Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := true; 
     end; 
     (* run pattern on both sites *) 
 
     Videc_Set_Subclocks(5MgHz, 10); 
 
     wait(5ms); 
      
     Discard(PatternExecute( pstatus, supply_save_patt)); 
     wait(40ms); 
 
     (* retrieve patter pass/fail per site *) 
     for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do 
     Begin   
      If ((V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true)AND(V_PF_STATUS[site_index]=fail)) 
        then Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := fail; 
 
    meas_supply(A33VDD_F,site_index,  'A33VDD_SAVE'); 
        meas_ supply(A18VDD_F,site_index,  'A18VDD_SAVE'); 
        meas_ supply(DVDD_F,site_index,    'DVDD_SAVE'  ); 
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   meas_ supply(IOVDD_F,site_index,   'IOVDD_SAVE' ); 
        meas_ supply(PLL_AVDD_F,site_index,   'PLL_AVDD_SAVE'); 
    meas_ supply(A18VDDREF_F,site_index,   'A18VDDREF_SAVE'); 
 
 
 
      PW_SAVE[site_index] :=  1.8V  * AVDD18[site_index] 
                             +3.3V  * AVDD33[site_index] 
                             +1.8V  * AVDD18REF[site_index] 
                             +1.8V  * PLLVDD[site_index] 
                             +1.8V  * DVDD[site_index] 
                              +3.3V  * IOVDD[site_index]; 
  end; 
 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then  
  begin  
 
      CmpLimitMSUS('5710','A33VDD_SAVE',   AVDD33     , 5ma  , 
TEST_RESULT); 
      CmpLimitMSUS('5711','A18VDD_SAVE',   AVDD18     , 5ma  
,TEST_RESULT); 
      CmpLimitMSUS('5712', 'DVDD_SAVE' ,   DVDD       , 45ma 
,TEST_RESULT);  
      CmpLimitMSUS('5713', 'IOVDD_SAVE',   IOVDD    , 20ma ,TEST_RESULT); 
      CmpLimitMSUS('5714', 'PLL_SAVE'  ,   PLLVDD     , 30ma ,TEST_RESULT); 
      CmpLimitMSUS('5715', 'REF_SAVE'  ,  AVDD18REF , 5ma  
,TEST_RESULT); 
      CmpLimitMS('5716', 'POWER_SAVE_All', PW_SAVE    , 0mW, 140mW  
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
 end; 
 
 if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then  
 begin  
 
      CmpLimitMSUS('45710','A33VDD_SAVE_QC'  , AVDD33   , 8ma , 
TEST_RESULT); 
      CmpLimitMSUS('45711','A18VDD_SAVE_QC'  , AVDD18   , 8ma , 
TEST_RESULT); 
      CmpLimitMSUS('45712', 'DVDD_SAVE_QC'   , DVDD     , 50ma, 
TEST_RESULT); 
      CmpLimitMSUS('45713', 'IOVDD_SAVE_QC'  , IOVDD   , 25ma, 
TEST_RESULT); 
      CmpLimitMSUS('45714', 'PLL_SAVE_QC'    , PLLVDD   , 35ma, 
TEST_RESULT); 
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      CmpLimitMSUS('45715', 'REF_SAVE_QC'    , AVDD18REF, 6ma , 
TEST_RESULT);  
      CmpLimitMS('45716', 'POWER_SAVE_All_QC', PW_SAVE  , 0mW, 150mW 
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
 end; 
 
 
     If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then 
  begin 
   DevSetStates(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
      ResultsRecord(Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
     end; 
  TestClose; 
 
 
 
 
  TestOpen(SUPPLY_OFF); 
 
     for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do begin 
       If (V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true) then 
       Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := true; 
     end; 
 
     (* run pattern on both sites *) 
      
     {Discard(PatternExecute( patt_status, supply_off_patt));} 
 
     DCSet( 3.3v, 0.3v, 3.0v, 3.3v, 1ma, -1ma, PinCard4); 
 
     DCConnect( PWDN,     S_HIGH, S_LEAK ); 
     DCConnect( K24,      S_LOW,  S_OPEN); 
     DCConnect( K60,      S_LOW,  S_OPEN); 
 
     DCConnect(RESETB,    S_HIGH, S_LEAK); 
 
     wait(15ms); 
 
 
 
     (* initialize result to true *) 
 
     AnalogSetConnect(AIP_X,  S_VREF); 
     AnalogSet(AIP_X, S_VREF, 0.0v, 0.0v); 
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     wait(15ms); 
 
 
 
     (* retrieve patter pass/fail per site *) 
     for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do 
  begin 
        
 If((V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true)AND(V_PF_STATUS[site_index]=fail)) 
          then Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := fail; 
 
      meas_ supply(A33VDD_F,site_index,  'A33VDD_PWDN'); 
       meas_ supply(A18VDD_F,site_index,  'A18VDD_PWDN'); 
       meas_ supply(DVDD_F,site_index,    'DVDD_PWDN'  ); 
    meas_ supply(IOVDD_F,site_index,   'IOVDD_PWDN' ); 
       meas_ supply(PLL_AVDD_F, site_index,  'PLL_AVDD_PWDN'); 
     meas_ supply(A18VDDREF_F,site_index,   
'A18VDDREF_PWDN'); 
 
 
 
       PW_OFF[site_index] :=    1.8V  * AVDD18[site_index] 
                                +3.3V  * AVDD33[site_index] 
                              +1.8V  * AVDD18REF[site_index] 
                              +1.8V  * PLLVDD[site_index] 
                              +1.8V  * DVDD[site_index] 
                              +3.3V  * IOVDD[site_index]; 
   end; 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then  
  begin  
   
       CmpLimitMSUS('5720','A33VDD_PWDN',   AVDD33   , 4ma 
,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('5721','A18VDD_PWDN',   AVDD18   , 4ma 
,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('5722', 'DVDD_PWDN' ,   DVDD     , 4ma 
,TEST_RESULT);  
       CmpLimitMSUS('5723', 'IOVDD_PWDN',   IOVDD    , 8ma 
,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('5724', 'PLL_PWDN'  ,   PLLVDD   , 5ma 
,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('5725', 'REF_PWDN'  ,   AVDD18REF, 4ma 
,TEST_RESULT);  
       CmpLimitMS  ('5726', 'POWER_DN_All', PW_OFF, -26mW   , 26mW  
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   ,TEST_RESULT); 
  end; 
 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then  
  begin    
       CmpLimitMSUS('45720','A33VDD_PWDN_QC',AVDD33   , 5ma 
,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('45721','A18VDD_PWDN_QC',AVDD18   , 5ma 
,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('45722', 'DVDD_PWDN_QC' ,DVDD     , 5ma 
,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('45723', 'IOVDD_PWDN_QC',IOVDD    , 
10ma,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('45724', 'PLL_PWDN_QC'  ,PLLVDD   , 7ma 
,TEST_RESULT); 
       CmpLimitMSUS('45725', 'REF_PWDN_QC'  ,AVDD18REF, 5ma 
,TEST_RESULT);  
       CmpLimitMS('45726', 'POWER_DN_All_QC', PW_OFF, -30mW , 
30mW , 
   TEST_RESULT); 
  end; 
 
      If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then  
   begin 
       DevSetStates(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
       ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
      end;  
      AnalogSetConnect(AIP_X,  S_OPEN); 
 
  TestClose; 
 
end; 
 
 
procedure  meas _supply( 
                  VIDEC_SUPPLY      : analogchanlist;  
                  site_index     : integer;  
                  VIDEC_SUPPLY_NAME : string80 
                  ); 
 
var 
  curr_value    : MSTrealArray; 
  test_result   : MSBoolArray; 
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begin 
          
     (* measure supply current *)         
     AnalogReadInit(VIDEC_SUPPLY, S_VI_CURRENT, FALSE); 
     wait  (3ms);   
     Discard(AnalogRead);   
         
       curr_value[site_index]:= V_Analog_Value[site_index]; 
       
  if (VIDEC_SUPPLY=A18VDD_F) then 
   AVDD18[site_index]:= V_Analog_Value[site_index]; 
        if (VIDEC_SUPPLY=A33VDD_F) then 
   AVDD33[site_index]:= V_Analog_Value[site_index]; 
        if (VIDEC_SUPPLY=A18VDDREF_F) then 
            AVDD18REF[site_index]:= V_Analog_Value[site_index]; 
  if (VIDEC_SUPPLY=PLL_AVDD_F) then 
   PLLVDD[site_index]:= V_Analog_Value[site_index]; 
  if (VIDEC_SUPPLY=DVDD_F) then 
   DVDD[site_index]:= V_Analog_Value[site_index]; 
  if (VIDEC_SUPPLY=IOVDD_F) then  
   IOVDD[site_index]:= V_Analog_Value[site_index]; 
 
end; 
 
 

 
Clamp Test 

 
procedure T_Clamp_proc; 
 
var 
 
  result            : boolean; 
  status            : integer; 
  data_ch1          : clamparraytype; 
  data_ch2          : clamparraytype; 
  data_ch3          : clamparraytype; 
  data_ch4          : clamparraytype; 
  site_index        : integer; 
 
 
  datalen           : integer; 
  numbits           : integer; 
  sample_rate       : treal; 
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  maxrange          : treal; 
 
  range       : MSTrealArray; 
  min_code_avg1  : MSTrealArray; 
  min_code_avg2  : MSTrealArray; 
  max_code_avg1  : MSTrealArray; 
  max_code_avg2  : MSTrealArray; 
  max_delta      : MSTrealArray; 
  test_result       : MSBoolArray; 
 
 
{*********************************************************} 
{*      procedure NAME:compute_clamp                     *} 
{*         CALLED FROM: none                             *} 
{*   PARAMETERS PASSED: none                             *} 
{*   DESCRIPTION: Including                              *} 
{*********************************************************} 
Function compute_clamp( data : clamparraytype; 
                       VAR range, 
                       VAR min_code_avg1, VAR min_code_avg2,  
                       VAR max_code_avg1, VAR max_code_avg2,  
                       VAR max_delta : MSTrealArray)  
                             : boolean; 
 
var 
  loc_min      : Integer; 
  test_result       : MSBoolArray;  
 
begin 
 
  loc_min  := 1024;  
  for site_index:=1 to 2 do 
 begin 
  for step := 2048 to 3200{3800} do 
  begin 
       if (data[site_index,step] < 200){data[loc_min]} then 
   loc_min := step; 
  end; 
 
 
    for step := loc_min-29 to loc_min do 
       min_code_avg1[site_index] :=  
                   min_code_avg1[site_index] + data[site_index,step]; 
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       min_code_avg1[site_index] :=  
                   min_code_avg1[site_index] / 30 {data[loc_min]}; 
 
    for step := loc_min-29+1024 to loc_min-0+1024 do 
       min_code_avg2[site_index] := 
                    min_code_avg2[site_index] + data[site_index,step]; 
 
       min_code_avg2[site_index] :=  
                    min_code_avg2[site_index] / 30 {data[loc_min]}; 
 
    for step := loc_min+50 to loc_min+849 do 
      max_code_avg1[site_index] :=  
                   max_code_avg1[site_index] + data[site_index,step]; 
 
      max_code_avg1[site_index] := max_code_avg1[site_index] / 800; 
 
    for step := loc_min+50-1024 to loc_min+849-1024 do 
      max_code_avg2[site_index] :=  
                  max_code_avg2[site_index] + data[site_index,step]; 
 
      max_code_avg2[site_index] :=  
                  max_code_avg2[site_index] / 800; 
 
    range[site_index] := max_code_avg1[site_index]  
                        - min_code_avg1[site_index]; 
 
    max_delta[site_index] := max_code_avg1[site_index]  
                         - max_code_avg2[site_index]; 
 end; 
 
end; {* end compute_clamp function *} 
 
 
 
begin {* T_Clamp procedure begin *} 
    DCConnect( GLC0_ADC,    S_HIGH,S_FUNC); 
 
 {   (* re-initialize results to true *) 
    for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do  
    begin 
       If (V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true) then  
          Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := true; 
    end; 
  } 
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 TestOpen(Clamp_Ch1); 
    DCConnect( K4,       S_LOW,  S_OPEN); 
    DCConnect( K3,       S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect( K20,      S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
 
    DCConnect( K21,       S_LOW,  S_OPEN); 
    DCConnect( K13,      S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect( K30,      S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
 
    wait (20ms); 
 
 
    Discard(PatternExecute( status, clamp_ch12_patt )); 
 
      MSSetupSelect(Clamp_CH1_MS);   
      enable(S_mscontinue); 
      discard(MSEXECUTE); 
      discard(MSstop); 
      disable(S_mscontinue);   
 
    MSDataGetDigitalSites( DigDataSet1, data_ch1, datalen, numbits, sample_rate, 
               maxrange);  
  
   discard(compute_clamp (data_ch1, range, min_code_avg1, min_code_avg2,  
                         max_code_avg1, max_code_avg2, max_delta));  
   if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then  
  begin  
    CmpLimitMS  ('5801','Range_ch1', range, 180, 240, test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('5802','Min_Code_Avg1_ch1',min_code_avg1,5,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('5803','Min_Code_Avg2_ch1',min_code_avg2,5,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSUS('5804','Max_Code_Avg_ch1',max_code_avg1,500,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMS  ('5805','Max_Delta_ch1',max_delta,-5,5,test_result); 
  end; 
 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then  
  begin  
    CmpLimitMS  ('45801','Range_ch1_QC', range, 150, 300, test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('45802','Min_Code_Avg1_ch1_QC',min_code_avg1,2,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('45803','Min_Code_Avg2_ch1_QC',min_code_avg2,2,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSUS('45804','Max_Code_Avg_ch1_QC',max_code_avg1,500,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMS  ('45805','Max_Delta_ch1_QC',max_delta, -10, 10,test_result); 
  end; 
    DCConnect( K3,       S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
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     for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do 
     begin 
       If ((V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true)AND(V_PF_STATUS[site_index]=fail)) 
         then Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := fail; 
  end; 
 
     If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then  
  begin  
      DevSetStates(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
      ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
  end; 
 TestClose; 
  
 
 TestOpen(Clamp_Ch2); 
 
    DCConnect( K18,       S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect( K20,       S_LOW , S_OPEN); 
    wait (20ms); 
 
      MSSetupSelect(Clamp_CH2_MS);   
      enable(S_mscontinue); 
      discard(MSEXECUTE); 
      discard(MSstop); 
      disable(S_mscontinue);   
 
    MSDataGetDigitalSites( DigDataSet2, data_ch2, datalen, numbits, sample_rate, 
                      maxrange);  
 
   discard(compute_clamp (data_ch2, range, min_code_avg1, min_code_avg2,  
                         max_code_avg1, max_code_avg2, max_delta));  
 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then  
  begin  
    CmpLimitMS  ('5811','Range_ch2', range, 180, 240, test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('5812','Min_Code_Avg1_ch2',min_code_avg1,5,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('5813','Min_Code_Avg2_ch2',min_code_avg2,5,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSUS('5814','Max_Code_Avg_ch2',max_code_avg1,500,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMS  ('5815','Max_Delta_ch2',max_delta,-5,5,test_result); 
  end; 
 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then  
  begin  
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    CmpLimitMS  ('45811','Range_ch2_QC', range, 150, 300, test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('45812','Min_Code_Avg1_ch2_QC',min_code_avg1,2,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('45813','Min_Code_Avg2_ch2_QC',min_code_avg2,2,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSUS('45814','Max_Code_Avg_ch2_QC',max_code_avg1,500,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMS  ('45815','Max_Delta_ch2_QC',max_delta,-10,10,test_result); 
  end; 
 
     for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do 
     begin 
       If ((V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true)AND(V_PF_STATUS[site_index]=fail)) 
         then Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := fail; 
  end; 
 
 
     If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then 
     begin  
      DevSetStates(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
      ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
  end; 
 TestClose; 
 
 TestOpen(Clamp_Ch3); 
 
    DCConnect( K14,               S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect( K21,               S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    wait (20ms); 
 
    result := PatternExecute( status, clamp_ch34_patt ); 
 
      MSSetupSelect(Clamp_CH3_MS);   
      enable(S_mscontinue); 
      discard(MSEXECUTE); 
      discard(MSstop); 
      disable(S_mscontinue);   
 
    MSDataGetDigitalSites( DigDataSet3, data_ch3, datalen, numbits, sample_rate, 
  
                      maxrange);  
 
   discard(compute_clamp (data_ch3, range, min_code_avg1, min_code_avg2,  
                         max_code_avg1, max_code_avg2, max_delta));  
 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then  
  begin  
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    CmpLimitMS  ('5821','Range_ch3', range, 180, 240, test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('5822','Min_Code_Avg1_ch3',min_code_avg1,5,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('5823','Min_Code_Avg2_ch3',min_code_avg2,5,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSUS('5824','Max_Code_Avg_ch3',max_code_avg1,500,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMS  ('5825','Max_Delta_ch3',max_delta,-5,5,test_result); 
  end; 
 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then  
  begin  
    CmpLimitMS  ('45821','Range_ch3_QC', range, 150, 300, test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('45822','Min_Code_Avg1_ch3_QC',min_code_avg1,2,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('45823','Min_Code_Avg2_ch3_QC',min_code_avg2,2,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSUS('45824','Max_Code_Avg_ch3_QC',max_code_avg1,500,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMS  ('45825','Max_Delta_ch3_QC',max_delta, -10, 10,test_result); 
  end; 
 
    DCConnect( K14,               S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
 
     for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do 
     begin 
       If ((V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true)AND(V_PF_STATUS[site_index]=fail)) 
         then Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := fail; 
  end; 
 
 
     If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then  
  begin 
      DevSetStates(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
      ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
  end; 
 TestClose; 
{ 
 TestOpen(Clamp_Ch4); 
    DCConnect( K30,               S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect( K13,               S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect( K21,               S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
 
 wait (20ms); 
 
      MSSetupSelect(Clamp_CH4_MS);   
      enable(S_mscontinue); 
      discard(MSEXECUTE); 
      wait(10ms); 
      discard(MSstop); 
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      wait(10ms); 
      disable(S_mscontinue);   
 
    MSDataGetDigitalSites( DigDataSet4, data_ch4, datalen, numbits, sample_rate, 
                   maxrange);  
 
   discard(compute_clamp (data_ch4, range, min_code_avg1, min_code_avg2,  
                         max_code_avg1, max_code_avg2, max_delta));  
 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then  
  begin  
    CmpLimitMS  ('5831','Range_ch4', range, 180, 240, test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('5832','Min_Code_Avg1_ch4',min_code_avg1,5,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('5833','Min_Code_Avg2_ch4',min_code_avg2,5,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSUS('5834','Max_Code_Avg_ch4',max_code_avg1,500,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMS  ('5835','Max_Delta_ch4',max_delta,-5,5,test_result); 
  end; 
 
  if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then  
  begin  
    CmpLimitMS  ('45831','Range_ch4_QC', range, 150, 300, test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('45832','Min_Code_Avg1_ch4_QC',min_code_avg1,2,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSLS('45833','Min_Code_Avg2_ch4_QC',min_code_avg2,2,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMSUS('45834','Max_Code_Avg_ch4_QC',max_code_avg1,500,test_result); 
    CmpLimitMS  ('45835','Max_Delta_ch4_QC',max_delta, -10, 10,test_result); 
  end; 
 
    DCConnect( K30,               S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
    DCConnect( K13,               S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
 
     for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do 
     begin 
       If ((V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true)AND(V_PF_STATUS[site_index]=fail)) 
         then Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := fail; 
  end; 
 
     If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then  
     begin 
  DevSetStates(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
      ResultsRecord(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
  end; 
 TestClose; 
} 
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end; {** end of T_Clamp **} 
 
 
 

 
PGA Gain Test 

 
procedure T_PGA_Gain_MS_proc ; 
Var 
  pstatus, i, site_index  : integer; 
  gaindb      : ADCArrayType4; 
  PGAGain     : real; 
 
 
(*****************************************************************) 
 
function test_PGA( ADCIN            : analogchanlist;  
                   ADCOUTPUT        : MSConfig; 
                   gain_patt        : pattern;  
                   ADCPATT          : pattern;  
                   gset             : real;  
                   gaincount        : integer; 
                   channel          : integer;  
                   videc_start_Tnum : integer 
                   ): boolean; 
 
var 
  count           : integer; 
  nsamples        : integer; 
  cyc_gcode       : integer; 
  inp_level1      : treal; 
  inp_level2      : treal; 
  Volt_Array      : ADCArrayType1; 
  Site_Code_Array1: ADCArrayType5; 
  Site_Code_Array2: ADCArrayType5; 
  sum_site_codes1 : ADCArrayType6; 
  sum_site_codes2 : ADCArrayType6; 
  site_code_avg1  : Array[1..NumSites] of treal; 
  site_code_avg2  : Array[1..NumSites] of treal; 
  gaindb          : ADCArrayType4; 
  curr_value      : MSTrealArray; 
  Test_Result     : MSBoolArray; 
pstatus: integer; 
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begin 
 
 
 
(***************PGA using Mix Signal Coding***************) 
    DCConnect( K9,                S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect( K60,               S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
 
    DCConnect( K1,               S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect( K20,              S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
       
    DatalogResetType(S_PATT); 
    inp_level1 := 0.25v; 
    inp_level2 := 0.15v; 
 
    nsamples   := 256; 
    cyc_gcode  := 18113; 
     
    (* cyc_gcode is the no. of cycles in the pattern for each gaincode*) 
    Discard(PatternExecutePartial( pstatus, gain_patt,  
    1 + (cyc_gcode*(gaincount-1)) , cyc_gcode*gaincount )); 
    if (gaincount = 1) then  
    begin     
 wait (20ms);   {For additional wait time to stabilize first level  
                        PGA test} 
    end; 
    wait (10ms); 
   
    if ((gaincount >=1) and (gaincount <=6)) then 
    BEGIN    
     MSSetupSelect(PGA_CH1_1_MS);   
     enable(S_mscontinue); 
     discard(MSEXECUTE); 
     discard(MSstop); 
     disable(S_mscontinue); 
    END 
 else 
 BEGIN 
     MSSetupSelect(PGA_CH1_3_MS);   
     enable(S_mscontinue); 
     discard(MSEXECUTE); 
     discard(MSstop); 
     disable(S_mscontinue); 
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 END; 
    Dummny_Routine1; 
    Discard(MSADCGetRawResults(Dig_Data1, Volt_Array, Site_Code_Array1)); 
 
    if ((gaincount >=1) and (gaincount <=6)) then 
    BEGIN  
       MSSetupSelect(PGA_CH1_2_MS);   
       enable(S_mscontinue); 
     discard(MSEXECUTE); 
     discard(MSstop); 
     disable(S_mscontinue); 
 END  
    else 
 BEGIN 
       MSSetupSelect(PGA_CH1_4_MS);   
       enable(S_mscontinue); 
     discard(MSEXECUTE); 
     discard(MSstop); 
     disable(S_mscontinue); 
    END;  
    Dummny_Routine2; 
    Discard(MSADCGetRawResults(Dig_Data2, Volt_Array, Site_Code_Array2)); 
     
 
  for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do begin 
 
    sum_site_codes1[site_index] := 0; 
    sum_site_codes2[site_index] := 0; 
 
    for count := 5 to nsamples do begin 
 
      sum_site_codes1[site_index] := sum_site_codes1[site_index] + 
Site_Code_Array1[site_index, count-1]; 
      sum_site_codes2[site_index] := sum_site_codes2[site_index] + 
Site_Code_Array2[site_index, count-1]; 
 
    end; 
 
    site_code_avg1[site_index] := sum_site_codes1[site_index]/(nsamples-4); 
    site_code_avg2[site_index] := sum_site_codes2[site_index]/(nsamples-4); 
 
    gaindb[site_index] :=   
      (single(site_code_avg1[site_index]-site_code_avg2[site_index]) 
     *1mv{LSB[site_index]}/(inp_level1-inp_level2)); 
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    V_DEV_DATALOG := site_index; 
    {Datalog(CR, ' gaincode:', gaincount-1:2,'   PGA Gain set: ', gset:2:1,  
'   Calculated: ', gaindb[site_index]:2:4, CR);} 
 
    curr_value[site_index]:= gaindb[site_index]; 
    if (ADCIN=VI_1) then curr_value[site_index] := curr_value[site_index]; 
 
  end; 
 
 
  CmpLimitMS(videc_Tnum[videc_start_Tnum],  
             videc_Tname[videc_start_Tnum], 
             curr_value, 
             videc_Tnum_min[videc_start_Tnum],  
             videc_Tnum_max[videc_start_Tnum],  
             Test_Result 
             ); 
 
 
 { Disable(s_Ignore_Func_Fail, s_PMExit);} 
 
  AnalogSet(ADCIN, S_VREF, 0v, 0.0v); 
  AnalogSetConnect(ADCIN,  S_OPEN); 
 
  {DatalogSetType(S_PATT);} (* start dataloggin future pattern tests *) 
end; 
 
 
(******************end of PGA function******************************) 
 
 
function test_PGA1( ADCIN            : analogchanlist;  
                   ADCOUTPUT        : MSConfig; 
                   gain_patt        : pattern;  
                   ADCPATT          : pattern;  
                   gset             : real;  
                   gaincount        : integer; 
                   channel          : integer;  
                   videc_start_Tnum : integer 
                   ): boolean; 
 
var 
  count           : integer; 
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  nsamples        : integer; 
  cyc_gcode       : integer; 
  inp_level1      : treal; 
  inp_level2      : treal; 
  Volt_Array      : ADCArrayType1; 
  Site_Code_Array1: ADCArrayType5; 
  Site_Code_Array2: ADCArrayType5; 
  sum_site_codes1 : ADCArrayType6; 
  sum_site_codes2 : ADCArrayType6; 
  site_code_avg1  : Array[1..NumSites] of treal; 
  site_code_avg2  : Array[1..NumSites] of treal; 
  gaindb          : ADCArrayType4; 
  curr_value      : MSTrealArray; 
  Test_Result     : MSBoolArray; 
pstatus: integer; 
 
 
begin 
 
 
 
(***************PGA using Mix Signal Coding***************) 
    DCConnect( K19,               S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect( K20,               S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
     
     
    inp_level1 := 0.25v; 
    inp_level2 := 0.15v; 
 
    nsamples   := 256; 
    cyc_gcode  := 18113; 
 
    DatalogResetType(S_PATT); 
 
    (* cyc_gcode is the no. of cycles in the pattern for each gaincode*) 
    Discard(PatternExecutePartial( pstatus, gain_patt,  
    1 + (cyc_gcode*(gaincount-1)) , cyc_gcode*gaincount )); 
    wait(2ms); 
   
    if ((gaincount >=1) and (gaincount <=6)) then 
    BEGIN  
     MSSetupSelect(PGA_CH2_1_MS);   
     enable(S_mscontinue); 
     discard(MSEXECUTE); 
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     discard(MSstop); 
     disable(S_mscontinue); 
    END  
 else 
 BEGIN 
     MSSetupSelect(PGA_CH2_3_MS);   
     enable(S_mscontinue); 
     discard(MSEXECUTE); 
     discard(MSstop); 
     disable(S_mscontinue); 
 END; 
    Dummny_Routine1; 
    Discard(MSADCGetRawResults(Dig_Data1, Volt_Array, Site_Code_Array1)); 
    if ((gaincount >=1) and (gaincount <=6)) then 
    BEGIN 
     MSSetupSelect(PGA_CH2_2_MS);   
     enable(S_mscontinue); 
     discard(MSEXECUTE); 
     discard(MSstop); 
     disable(S_mscontinue);   
    END 
    else 
    BEGIN 
     MSSetupSelect(PGA_CH2_4_MS);   
     enable(S_mscontinue); 
     discard(MSEXECUTE); 
     discard(MSstop); 
     disable(S_mscontinue);   
    END; 
 
    Dummny_Routine2; 
    Discard(MSADCGetRawResults(Dig_Data2, Volt_Array, Site_Code_Array2)); 
 
  for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do begin 
 
    sum_site_codes1[site_index] := 0; 
    sum_site_codes2[site_index] := 0; 
 
    for count := 1 to nsamples do begin 
 
      sum_site_codes1[site_index] := sum_site_codes1[site_index] + 
Site_Code_Array1[site_index, count-1]; 
      sum_site_codes2[site_index] := sum_site_codes2[site_index] + 
Site_Code_Array2[site_index, count-1]; 
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    end; 
 
    site_code_avg1[site_index] := sum_site_codes1[site_index]/(nsamples); 
    site_code_avg2[site_index] := sum_site_codes2[site_index]/(nsamples); 
 
    gaindb[site_index] :=   
      (single(site_code_avg1[site_index]-site_code_avg2[site_index]) 
     *1mv{LSB[site_index]}/(inp_level1-inp_level2)); 
 
    V_DEV_DATALOG := site_index; 
    {Datalog(CR, ' gaincode:', gaincount-1:2,'   PGA Gain set: ', gset:2:1,  
'   Calculated: ', gaindb[site_index]:2:4, CR);} 
 
    curr_value[site_index]:= gaindb[site_index]; 
    if (ADCIN=VI_1) then curr_value[site_index] := curr_value[site_index]; 
 
  end; 
 
 
  CmpLimitMS(videc_Tnum[videc_start_Tnum],  
             videc_Tname[videc_start_Tnum], 
             curr_value, 
             videc_Tnum_min[videc_start_Tnum],  
             videc_Tnum_max[videc_start_Tnum],  
             Test_Result 
             ); 
 
 
 { Disable(s_Ignore_Func_Fail, s_PMExit);} 
 
  AnalogSet(ADCIN, S_VREF, 0v, 0.0v); 
  AnalogSetConnect(ADCIN,  S_OPEN); 
 
  {DatalogSetType(S_PATT);} (* start dataloggin future pattern tests *) 
end; 
 
(******************end of PGA function******************************) 
 
 
 
begin 
  Discard(PatternExecute( pstatus, vbus_patt )); 
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  (****************** test PGA gain  *****************)  
 
  
  If (V_Any_Dev_Active) or (TIIgnoreFail) then  
  begin 
 
    (* re-initialize results to true *) 
    for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do  
      If (V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true) then  
        Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := true; 
 
    TestOpen(PGA_GAIN); 
 
    (* power up DUT *) 
    P_Set_DUT_Power(3.3v, 1.8v, 1.8v, 1.8v, 3.3v);  
    DCConnect(K9,  S_HIGH, S_LEAK); 
    DCConnect(K60, S_HIGH, S_LEAK); 
 
    DCSet( 3.3v, 0.3v, 1.65v, 3.3v, 1ma, -1ma, PinCard4); 
    Videc_Set_Subclocks(1MgHz, 10); (* sets clock to 5MHz and starts clock *) 
 
If (test_limit1=HT_QC) then  
begin 
      PGAGain := 0.5; 
      for i := 1 to 16 do begin 
        Discard( test_PGA ( VI_1,  
                            DIG_Y,  
                            gain_ch1_patt,  
                            pga_Y_patt,  
                            PGAGain,  
                            i,  
                            1,  
                            45600+i-1 
                            )); 
        PGAGain := PGAGain + 0.1; 
 
     ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
 
      end; 
 
      PGAGain := 0.5; 
 
      for i := 1 to 16 do begin 
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        Discard( test_PGA1 ( VI_2,  
                            DIG_C,  
                            gain_ch2_patt,  
                            pga_C_patt,  
                            PGAGain,  
                            i, 
                            2,  
                            45620+i-1 
                            )); 
         
                            PGAGain := PGAGain + 0.1; 
 
      end; 
end; 
 
If (test_limit1=HT_FT) then  
begin 
      PGAGain := 0.5; 
      for i := 1 to 16 do begin 
        Discard( test_PGA ( VI_1,  
                            DIG_Y,  
                            gain_ch1_patt,  
                            pga_Y_patt,  
                            PGAGain,  
                            i,  
                            1,  
                            5600+i-1 
                            )); 
        PGAGain := PGAGain + 0.1; 
 
     ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
 
      end; 
 
      PGAGain := 0.5; 
 
      for i := 1 to 16 do begin 
 
        Discard( test_PGA1( VI_2,  
                            DIG_C,  
                            gain_ch2_patt,  
                            pga_C_patt,  
                            PGAGain,  
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                            i, 
                            2,  
                            5620+i-1 
                            )); 
         
                            PGAGain := PGAGain + 0.1; 
 
      end; 
end; 
 
 
 
      If Not (TIIgnoreFail) then DevSetStates(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
      ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
 
    TestClose; 
 
  end; (* end if *) 
 
end; (* end T_PGA_Gain_MS*) 
 
 
 

Linearity Test 
 

procedure T_Linearity_CH_1_2_proc(xtal1_freq : treal ; a: integer); 
Var 
  pstatus, i, site_index   : integer; 
  gaindb              : ADCArrayType4; 
  PGAGain          : real; 
  nmcodes          : integer; 
  Num              : MSTrealArray; 
  DNL_Max          : MSTrealArray; 
  DNL_Min          : MSTrealArray; 
  INL_Max          : MSTrealArray; 
  INL_Min          : MSTrealArray; 
  OFF_E         : MSTrealArray; 
  GAIN_E           : MSTrealArray; 
  Sparkle_nmcodes        : MSTrealArray; 
 
  temp_array       : Array[1..2,1..32768] of integer; 
  Volt_Array         : ADCArrayType17; 
  Site_Code_Array1   : ADCArrayType7; 
  S_count     : integer; 
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  inc, inc1           : integer; {debug: loop counter} 
  TallyArray1      : ADCArrayType2; 
  TEST_RESULT      : MSBoolArray; 
  SPARKLE          : Boolean; 
 
 
  startv        : treal;   {start ramp value = VREFB meas in VREF test } 
  stopv         : treal;   {stop  ramp value = VREFT meas in VREF test} 
  mid_value     : treal;   {(((stopv-startv)/2.0) + stopv) } 
  hits_per_code : integer; 
  Data_len      : integer; 
  Data_bit     : integer; 
  Samp_freq     : TReal; 
  Max_Range     : Treal; 
  Max_Spark     : integer; 
 
 
 
begin 
  for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do  
    begin 
         If (V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true) then 
          Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := true; 
    end; 
 
 
  (*----------------------------- CH1 ----------------------------*) 
  (*------------ Test ADC Linearity Using Mix Signal Code --------*)  
  (*--------------------------------------------------------------*) 
 
    DCConnect( GLC0_ADC,    S_HIGH,S_FUNC); 
 
 
  TestOpen(ADC_LINEARITY_CH1); 
      
    DCConnect( K1,               S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect( K20,              S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    wait (30ms); 
 
    Discard(PatternExecute( pstatus, vbus_patt )); 
    wait (100ms); 
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    MSSetupSelect(Linearity_CH1_MS);   
    enable(S_mscontinue); 
    discard(MSEXECUTE); 
    discard(MSstop); 
    disable(S_mscontinue);   
    Dummny_Routine; 
    Discard(MSADCGetLSBBestFit(Dig_Data)); 
    Discard(MSADCGetDNLBestFit(Dig_Data, ADC_VAL[2], ADC_VAL[3])); 
    Discard(MSADCGetINLBestFit(Dig_Data, ADC_VAL[4], ADC_VAL[5])); 
    Discard(MSADCGetRawResults(Dig_Data, Volt_Array, Site_Code_Array1)); 
    Discard(MSADCGetOffsetErrorBestFit(Dig_Data)); 
    Discard(MSADCGetFullScaleErrorBestFit(Dig_Data)); 
    Discard(MSADCGetTallyArray(Dig_Data, TallyArray1)); 
    {SPARKLE:= MSADCDetectSparkle(Dig_Data, 20);} 
 
 
 for site_index:=1 to V_SITES do  
 begin 
     V_DEV_DATALOG:=site_index; 
 
     nmcodes := 0; 
     Sparkle_nmcodes[site_index] := 0; 
  S_count := 0; 
 
 
     (* check for sparkle codes *) 
     inc1:=0; 
 
     while (inc1<32767) do  
     begin 
       If (((Site_Code_Array1[site_index, inc1]- 
             Site_Code_Array1[site_index, inc1+1])> 10) or 
           ((Site_Code_Array1[site_index,inc1]- 
       Site_Code_Array1[site_index,inc1+1])< -10)) then 
       begin (* Sparkle code found *) 
         S_count:=S_Count+1; 
       end; 
       inc1:=inc1+1; 
     end; 
     
     (* check for missing codes *) 
     inc:=0; 
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     while (inc<1024) do  
     begin 
 
       If (TallyArray1[site_index,inc] = 0) then 
       begin (* missing code found *) 
         nmcodes := nmcodes+1; 
       end; 
 
       inc:=inc+1; 
 
     end; 
 
     num[site_index]:= nmcodes; 
  Sparkle_nmcodes[site_index] := S_count; 
 
 
     LSB[site_index]        := V_ADC_BESTFIT_LSB[site_index]; 
     DNL_Max[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_DNL_MAX[site_index]; 
     DNL_Min[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_DNL_MIN[site_index]; 
     INL_Max[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_INL_MAX[site_index]; 
     INL_Min[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_INL_MIN[site_index]; 
     OFF_E[site_index]      := V_ADC_BESTFIT_OFFSET_ERROR[site_index]; 
     GAIN_E[site_index]     := V_ADC_BESTFIT_FULLSCALE_ERROR[site_index]; 
 
 
   
 end;     
    if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then 
    begin 
 
  if (xtal1_freq = 27MgHz) then 
  begin 
 
 
  { *************** 27MgHz ********************} 
 
   CmpLimitMSUS('5500', 'Ms_CODE_Y_CH1_27MHZ',  num, 0, 
TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMSUS('5501', 'LSB_Y_CH1_27MHZ'         ,  LSB,  
  1.5MV,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5502', 'DNL_Max_Y_CH1_27MHZ'     ,  DNL_Max,  
0.0, 0.999  
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
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   CmpLimitMS  ('5503', 'DNL_min_Y_CH1_27MHZ'     ,  DNL_Min, -
0.999, 0.0  
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5504', 'INL_Max_Y_CH1_27MHZ'     ,  INL_Max,  0.0, 
2.3  
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5505', 'INL_min_Y_CH1_27MHZ'     ,  INL_Min, -2.3, 
0.0  
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS ('5506', 'OFST_ERR_Y_CH1_27MHZ'  ,  OFF_E , -
200mV , 200mV 
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5507', 'GAIN_ERR_Y_CH1_27MHZ'    ,  Gain_E, -
700mV, 700mV  
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMSUS('5508', 'SPARK_CD_CH1_27MHZ',  Sparkle_nmcodes, 
20, 
 TEST_RESULT); 
  
 
 
  end; (* xtal1_freq*) 
     
 end; 
 
 if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then 
 begin 
  
   CmpLimitMSUS('45500', 'MISSING_CODE_Y_CH1_QC',  num, 0, 
TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMSUS('45501', 'LSB_Y_CH1_QC'         ,  LSB, 
1.5MV,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('45502', 'DNL_Max_Y_CH1_QC'     ,  DNL_Max,  0.0, 
0.999, 
  TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('45503', 'DNL_min_Y_CH1_QC'     ,  DNL_Min, -0.999, 
0.0 
   ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('45504', 'INL_Max_Y_CH1_QC'     ,  INL_Max,  0.0, 2.5 
   ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('45505', 'INL_min_Y_CH1_QC'     ,  INL_Min, -2.5, 0.0 
   ,TEST_RESULT); 
     CmpLimitMS  ('45506', 'OFFSET_ERR_Y_CH1_QC'  ,  OFF_E , -260mV , 
260mV  
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  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('45507', 'GAIN_ERR_Y_CH1_QC'    ,  Gain_E, -700mV, 
700mV   
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMSUS('45508', 'SPARK_CD_CH1_QC',  Sparkle_nmcodes, 30, 
 TEST_RESULT); 
  
 
 
 end; 
 
  If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then  
  begin 
    DevSetStates ( Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
    ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
   end; 
  TestClose; 
 
  (**************** CH2        ************************************) 
  (*************** test ADC linearity using Mix Signal Code *******)  
   
  TestOpen(ADC_LINEARITY_CH2); 
 
    { bring ADCIN back to 0.0v } 
    AnalogSet(VI_2, S_VREF, 0v, 0.0v); 
 
    { disconnect analog inputs } 
    AnalogSetConnect(VI_2,  S_OPEN); 
    wait(2ms); 
 
    DCConnect( K19,               S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
    DCConnect( K20,               S_LOW , S_OPEN); 
    wait (30ms); 
 
    MSSetupSelect(Linearity_CH2_MS);   
    enable(S_mscontinue); 
    discard(MSEXECUTE); 
 
    discard(MSstop); 
 
    disable(S_mscontinue);   
     
    Dummny_Routine; 
    Discard(MSADCGetLSBBestFit(Dig_Data)); 
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    Discard(MSADCGetDNLBestFit(Dig_Data, ADC_VAL[2], ADC_VAL[3])); 
    Discard(MSADCGetINLBestFit(Dig_Data, ADC_VAL[4], ADC_VAL[5])); 
    Discard(MSADCGetRawResults(Dig_Data, Volt_Array, Site_Code_Array1)); 
    Discard(MSADCGetOffsetErrorBestFit(Dig_Data)); 
    Discard(MSADCGetFullScaleErrorBestFit(Dig_Data)); 
    Discard(MSADCGetTallyArray(Dig_Data, TallyArray1)); 
 
 
 
    for site_index:=1 to V_SITES do  
    begin 
     V_DEV_DATALOG:=site_index; 
      nmcodes := 0; 
     
     Sparkle_nmcodes[site_index] := 0; 
  S_count := 0; 
 
 
     (* check for sparkle codes *) 
     inc1:=0; 
 
     while (inc1<32767) do  
     begin 
       If (((Site_Code_Array1[site_index, inc1]- 
             Site_Code_Array1[site_index, inc1+1])> 10) or 
           ((Site_Code_Array1[site_index,inc1]- 
       Site_Code_Array1[site_index,inc1+1])< -10)) then 
       begin (* Sparkle code found *) 
         S_count:=S_Count+1; 
       end; 
       inc1:=inc1+1; 
     end; 
 
 
 
      (* check for missing codes *) 
      inc:=0; 
 
      while (inc<1024) do  
  begin 
 
         If (TallyArray1[site_index,inc] = 0) then 
   begin (* missing code found *) 
           nmcodes := nmcodes+1; 
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         end; 
 
        inc:=inc+1; 
 
      end; 
 
      num[site_index]:= nmcodes; 
 
      LSB[site_index]        := V_ADC_BESTFIT_LSB[site_index]; 
      DNL_Max[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_DNL_MAX[site_index]; 
      DNL_Min[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_DNL_MIN[site_index]; 
      INL_Max[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_INL_MAX[site_index]; 
      INL_Min[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_INL_MIN[site_index]; 
      OFF_E[site_index]      := V_ADC_BESTFIT_OFFSET_ERROR[site_index]; 
      GAIN_E[site_index]     := 
V_ADC_BESTFIT_FULLSCALE_ERROR[site_index]; 
     Sparkle_nmcodes[site_index] := S_count; 
 
 
      DCConnect( GLC0_ADC,    S_LOW,S_OPEN); 
 end;     
    
 if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then 
    begin 
 
  if (xtal1_freq = 27MgHz) then 
  begin 
  { *************** 27MgHz ********************} 
 
 
  CmpLimitMSUS('5510', 'MS_CODE_C_CH2_27MHZ',  num, 0, 
TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMSUS('5511', 'LSB_C_CH2_27MHZ'         ,  LSB,  
  1.5MV, TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('5512', 'DNL_Max_C_CH2_27MHZ'     ,  DNL_Max,   
  0.0, 0.999 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('5513', 'DNL_min_C_CH2_27MHZ'     ,  DNL_Min,  
  -0.999, 0.0 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('5514', 'INL_Max_C_CH2_27MHZ'     ,  INL_Max,   
  0.0, 2.3 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('5515', 'INL_min_C_CH2_27MHZ'     ,  INL_Min,  
  -2.3, 0.0 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('5516', 'OFST_ERR_C_CH2_27MHZ'  ,  OFF_E ,  
  -200mV, 200mV   ,TEST_RESULT); 
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  CmpLimitMS  ('5517', 'GAIN_ERR_C_CH2_27MHZ'    ,  Gain_E,  
  -700mV, 700mV  ,TEST_RESULT); 
      CmpLimitMSUS('5518', 'SPARK_CD_CH2_27MHZ',  Sparkle_nmcodes, 20, 
 TEST_RESULT); 
 
   
  end; (* xtal1_freq*) 
    end; 
 
 if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then 
 begin 
 
 CmpLimitMSUS('45510', 'MISSING_CODE_C_CH2_QC',  num, 0, 
TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMSUS('45511', 'LSB_C_CH2_QC'         ,  LSB, 
1.5MV,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('45512', 'DNL_Max_C_CH2_QC'     ,  DNL_Max,  0.0, 0.999   
 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('45513', 'DNL_min_C_CH2_QC'     ,  DNL_Min, -0.999, 0.0   
 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('45514', 'INL_Max_C_CH2_QC'     ,  INL_Max,  0.0, 2.5   
 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('45515', 'INL_min_C_CH2_QC'     ,  INL_Min, -2.5, 0.0 
 ,TEST_RESULT); 
 CmpLimitMS  ('45516', 'OFFSET_ERR_C_CH2_QC'  ,  OFF_E , -260mV, 
260mV    
 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('45517', 'GAIN_ERR_C_CH2_QC'    ,  Gain_E, -700mV, 700mV   
 ,TEST_RESULT); 
    CmpLimitMSUS('45518', 'SPARK_CD_CH2_QC',  Sparkle_nmcodes, 30, 
 TEST_RESULT); 
 
 end; 
     
    DCConnect(CNTRL_PINS,            S_HIGH,  S_LEAK); 
 
  If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then  
  begin 
    DevSetStates ( Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
    ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
 end; 
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  TestClose; 
 
 
     
  (******************************************************************) 
 
   { bring ADCIN back to 0.0v } 
   AnalogSet(VI_2, S_VREF, 0v, 0.0v); 
 
   { disconnect analog inputs } 
   AnalogSetConnect(VI_2,  S_OPEN); 
   wait(5ms); 
   { DCSet( 3.3v, 0.3v, 1.65v, 3.3v, 1ma, -1ma, PinCard4); 
    DCConnect(RESETB,            S_HIGH, S_LEAK); 
    DCConnect(PWDN,              S_LOW,  S_OPEN); 
    DCConnect(INTREQ,            S_LOW,  S_OPEN); 
    DCConnect(TMS,               S_LOW,  S_OPEN); 
} 
     DCSet( 3.3v, 0.3v, 3.0v, 3.3v, 1ma, -1ma, PinCard4); 
     DCConnect(CNTRL_PINS,            S_HIGH, S_LDOFF); 
 
 
 
  {end; } 
 
end; (* end T_Linearity_CH_1_2 *) 
 
(***********************************************************************
**) 
 
 
 
 
(***********************************************************************
***) 
procedure T_Linearity_CH_3_4_proc(xtal1_freq : treal; a: integer) ; 
 
 
Var 
 
  pstatus, i, site_index  : integer; 
  gaindb      : ADCArrayType4; 
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  PGAGain     : real; 
  inc1          : integer; 
  nmcodes       : integer; 
  Num           : MSTrealArray; 
  DNL_Max       : MSTrealArray; 
  DNL_Min       : MSTrealArray; 
  INL_Max       : MSTrealArray; 
  INL_Min       : MSTrealArray; 
  OFF_E   : MSTrealArray; 
  GAIN_E     : MSTrealArray; 
  Sparkle_nmcodes  : MSTrealArray; 
 
 
  inc           : integer; {debug: loop counter} 
  TallyArray1   : ADCArrayType2; 
  TEST_RESULT   : MSBoolArray; 
  Volt_Array         : ADCArrayType17; 
  Site_Code_Array1   : ADCArrayType7; 
  S_count     : integer; 
 
  
 
 
 
 
begin 
  for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do  
    begin 
         If (V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true) then 
          Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := true; 
    end; 
 
  (**************** CH3       ************************************) 
  (*************** test ADC linearity using Mix Signal Code *******)  
 
{  If (V_Any_Dev_Active) or (TIIgnoreFail) then  
  begin 
} 
  TestOpen(ADC_LINEARITY_CH3); 
    for site_index := 1 to V_SITES do  
       If (V_DEV_ACTIVE[site_index]=true) then  
        Curr_Test_PF_Status[site_index] := true; 
         
       { Discard(PatternExecute( pstatus, vbus_patt ));} 
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   Discard(PatternExecute( pstatus, vbus_ch34_patt )); 
       wait(30ms); 
  DCConnect( GLC0_ADC,    S_HIGH,S_FUNC); 
        DCConnect( IC9_10_OEZ,           S_LOW,  S_OPEN );  
        DCConnect( IC9_DIR,              S_HIGH, S_LEAK ); 
        DCConnect( IC10_DIR,             S_HIGH, S_LEAK ); 
 
        DCSet( 3.3v, 0.3v, 3.0v, 3.3v, 1ma, -1ma, PinCard4); 
        DCConnect( K9 ,                  S_HIGH, S_LEAK); 
        DCConnect( K60,                  S_HIGH, S_LEAK); 
 
 
  DCConnect( K15,               S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, 
S_STATIC_MASK); 
  DCConnect( K21,               S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, 
S_STATIC_MASK); 
     wait (50ms); 
 
     MSSetupSelect(Linearity_CH3_MS);   
     enable(S_mscontinue); 
     discard(MSEXECUTE); 
     discard(MSstop); 
     disable(S_mscontinue);   
     
  Dummny_Routine; 
     Discard(MSADCGetLSBBestFit(Dig_Data)); 
     Discard(MSADCGetDNLBestFit(Dig_Data, ADC_VAL[2], ADC_VAL[3])); 
     Discard(MSADCGetINLBestFit(Dig_Data, ADC_VAL[4], ADC_VAL[5])); 
        Discard(MSADCGetRawResults(Dig_Data, Volt_Array, Site_Code_Array1)); 
     Discard(MSADCGetOffsetErrorBestFit(Dig_Data)); 
     Discard(MSADCGetFullScaleErrorBestFit(Dig_Data)); 
     Discard(MSADCGetTallyArray(Dig_Data, TallyArray1)); 
 
  for site_index:=1 to V_SITES do  
  begin 
 
      V_DEV_DATALOG:=site_index; 
 
       nmcodes := 0; 
       Sparkle_nmcodes[site_index] := 0; 
    S_count := 0; 
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       (* check for sparkle codes *) 
       inc1:=0; 
 
       while (inc1<32767) do  
       begin 
         If (((Site_Code_Array1[site_index, inc1]- 
               Site_Code_Array1[site_index, inc1+1])> 10) or 
               ((Site_Code_Array1[site_index,inc1]- 
          Site_Code_Array1[site_index,inc1+1])< -10)) then 
          begin (* Sparkle code found *) 
            S_count:=S_Count+1; 
          end; 
          inc1:=inc1+1; 
       end; 
     
     (* check for missing codes *) 
     inc:=0; 
 
 
 
       (* check for missing codes *) 
        inc:=0; 
 
        while (inc<1024) do  
    begin 
 
          If (TallyArray1[site_index,inc] = 0) then 
          begin (* missing code found *) 
           nmcodes := nmcodes+1; 
          end; 
 
            inc:=inc+1; 
 
      end; 
 
      num[site_index]:= nmcodes; 
 
      LSB[site_index]        := V_ADC_BESTFIT_LSB[site_index]; 
      DNL_Max[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_DNL_MAX[site_index]; 
      DNL_Min[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_DNL_MIN[site_index]; 
      INL_Max[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_INL_MAX[site_index]; 
      INL_Min[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_INL_MIN[site_index]; 
      OFF_E[site_index]      := V_ADC_BESTFIT_OFFSET_ERROR[site_index]; 
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      GAIN_E[site_index]     := 
V_ADC_BESTFIT_FULLSCALE_ERROR[site_index]; 
     Sparkle_nmcodes[site_index] := S_count; 
 
 
 end;  
 
    if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then 
    begin 
 
  if (xtal1_freq = 27MgHz) then 
  begin 
  { *************** 27MgHz ********************} 
 
  CmpLimitMSUS('5520', 'MISSING_CODE_Y_CH3',  num, 0, 
TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMSUS('5521', 'LSB_Y_CH3'         ,  LSB, 
1.5MV,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5522', 'DNL_Max_Y_CH3'     ,  DNL_Max,  0.0, 0.999   
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5523', 'DNL_min_Y_CH3'     ,  DNL_Min, -0.999, 0.0   
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5524', 'INL_Max_Y_CH3'     ,  INL_Max,  0.0, 2.3  
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5525', 'INL_min_Y_CH3'     ,  INL_Min, -2.3, 0.0   
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5526', 'OFFSET_ERR_Y_CH3'  ,  OFF_E , -200mV, 
200mV    
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5527', 'GAIN_ERR_Y_CH3'    ,  Gain_E, -700mV, 
700mV   
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMSUS('5528', 'SPARK_CD_CH3',  Sparkle_nmcodes, 20, 
 TEST_RESULT); 
  
 
 
  end; (* xtal1_freq*) 
 end; 
 
     
 
 if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then 
 begin 
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   CmpLimitMSUS('45520', 'MISSING_CODE_Y_CH3_QC',  num, 0, 
TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMSUS('45521', 'LSB_Y_CH3_QC'         ,  LSB, 
1.5MV,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('45522', 'DNL_Max_Y_CH3_QC'     ,  DNL_Max,  0.0, 
0.999   
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('45523', 'DNL_min_Y_CH3_QC'     ,  DNL_Min, -0.999, 
0.0  
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('45524', 'INL_Max_Y_CH3_QC'     ,  INL_Max,  0.0, 2.5  
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('45525', 'INL_min_Y_CH3_QC'     ,  INL_Min, -2.5, 0.0  
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('45526', 'OFFSET_ERR_Y_CH3_QC'  ,  OFF_E , -
260mV, 260mV    
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('45527', 'GAIN_ERR_Y_CH3_QC'    ,  Gain_E, -700mV, 
700mV   
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
     CmpLimitMSUS('45528', 'SPARK_CD_CH3_QC',  Sparkle_nmcodes, 30, 
         TEST_RESULT); 
 end; 
  {end;} 
  If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then  
  begin 
 
   DevSetStates(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
   ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
  end; 
  TestClose; 
 
 (**************** CH4       ************************************) 
 (*************** test ADC linearity using Mix Signal Code *******)  
 
  TestOpen(ADC_LINEARITY_CH4); 
 
    DCConnect( IC9_10_OEZ,           S_LOW,  S_OPEN );  
 
    DCConnect( IC9_DIR,              S_HIGH, S_LEAK ); 
    DCConnect( IC10_DIR,             S_HIGH, S_LEAK ); 
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 DCConnect( K13,               S_HIGH, S_PIN, S_LOAD, S_STATIC_MASK); 
 DCConnect( K30,               S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
 DCConnect( K21,               S_LOW, S_OPEN); 
    wait (30ms); 
 
    MSSetupSelect(Linearity_CH4_MS);   
    enable(S_mscontinue); 
    discard(MSEXECUTE); 
    discard(MSstop); 
    disable(S_mscontinue);   
    Dummny_Routine; 
    Discard(MSADCGetLSBBestFit(Dig_Data)); 
    Discard(MSADCGetDNLBestFit(Dig_Data, ADC_VAL[2], ADC_VAL[3])); 
    Discard(MSADCGetINLBestFit(Dig_Data, ADC_VAL[4], ADC_VAL[5])); 
    Discard(MSADCGetRawResults(Dig_Data, Volt_Array, Site_Code_Array1)); 
    Discard(MSADCGetOffsetErrorBestFit(Dig_Data)); 
    Discard(MSADCGetFullScaleErrorBestFit(Dig_Data)); 
    Discard(MSADCGetTallyArray(Dig_Data, TallyArray1)); 
    DCConnect( GLC0_ADC,         S_LOW,S_OPEN); 
    DCConnect( GLC0_CONTY,               S_HIGH, S_FUNC ); 
 
 for site_index:=1 to V_SITES do  
 begin 
     V_DEV_DATALOG:=site_index; 
 
      nmcodes := 0; 
 
      (* check for missing codes *) 
      inc:=0; 
     
      Sparkle_nmcodes[site_index] := 0; 
   S_count := 0; 
 
 
      (* check for sparkle codes *) 
      inc1:=0; 
 
      while (inc1<32767) do  
      begin 
         If (((Site_Code_Array1[site_index, inc1]- 
              Site_Code_Array1[site_index, inc1+1])> 10) or 
             ((Site_Code_Array1[site_index,inc1]- 
         Site_Code_Array1[site_index,inc1+1])< -10)) then 
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         begin (* Sparkle code found *) 
          S_count:=S_Count+1; 
         end; 
         inc1:=inc1+1; 
       end; 
     
 
       while (inc<1024) do  
   begin 
 
         If (TallyArray1[site_index,inc] = 0) then 
         begin (* missing code found *) 
           nmcodes := nmcodes+1; 
         end; 
 
         inc:=inc+1; 
 
       end; 
 
       num[site_index]:= nmcodes; 
       LSB[site_index]        := V_ADC_BESTFIT_LSB[site_index]; 
         DNL_Max[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_DNL_MAX[site_index]; 
         DNL_Min[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_DNL_MIN[site_index]; 
         INL_Max[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_INL_MAX[site_index]; 
         INL_Min[site_index]    := V_ADC_BESTFIT_INL_MIN[site_index]; 
         OFF_E[site_index]      := V_ADC_BESTFIT_OFFSET_ERROR[site_index]; 
         GAIN_E[site_index]     := V_ADC_BESTFIT_FULLSCALE_ERROR[site_index]; 
       Sparkle_nmcodes[site_index] := S_count; 
 
 end;     
    if (Test_Limit1 = HT_FT) then 
    begin 
 
  if (xtal1_freq = 27MgHz) then 
  begin 
  { *************** 27MgHz ********************} 
 
   CmpLimitMSUS('5530', 'MISSING_CODE_C_CH4',  num, 0, 
TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMSUS('5531', 'LSB_C_CH4'         ,  LSB, 
1.5MV,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5532', 'DNL_Max_C_CH4'     ,  DNL_Max,  0.0, 0.999 
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5533', 'DNL_min_C_CH4'     ,  DNL_Min, -0.999, 0.0  
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  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5534', 'INL_Max_C_CH4'     ,  INL_Max,  0.0, 2.3  
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('5535', 'INL_min_C_CH4'     ,  INL_Min, -2.3, 0.0    
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('5536', 'OFFSET_ERR_C_CH4'  ,  OFF_E , -200mV, 
200mV    
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMS  ('5537', 'GAIN_ERR_C_CH4'    ,  Gain_E, -700mV, 
700mV   
  ,TEST_RESULT); 
   CmpLimitMSUS('5548', 'SPARK_CD_CH4_27MHZ',  Sparkle_nmcodes, 
20, 
 TEST_RESULT); 
  
 
 
  end; (* xtal1_freq*) 
 
 end; 
     
 
 if (Test_Limit1 = HT_QC) then 
 begin 
  
  CmpLimitMSUS('45530', 'MISSING_CODE_C_CH4_QC',  num, 0, 
TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMSUS('45531', 'LSB_C_CH4_QC'         ,  LSB, 
1.5MV,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('45532', 'DNL_Max_C_CH4_QC'     ,  DNL_Max,  0.0, 0.999   
 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('45533', 'DNL_min_C_CH4_QC'     ,  DNL_Min, -0.999, 0.0   
 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('45534', 'INL_Max_C_CH4_QC'     ,  INL_Max,  0.0, 2.5   
 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('45535', 'INL_min_C_CH4_QC'     ,  INL_Min, -2.5, 0.0  
 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('45536', 'OFFSET_ERR_C_CH4_QC'  ,  OFF_E , -260mV, 
260mV    
 ,TEST_RESULT); 
  CmpLimitMS  ('45537', 'GAIN_ERR_C_CH4_QC'    ,  Gain_E, -700mV, 700mV   
 ,TEST_RESULT); 
    CmpLimitMSUS('45548', 'SPARK_CD_CH4_QC',  Sparkle_nmcodes, 30, 
     TEST_RESULT); 
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 end; 
 
  If Not (TIIgnoreFail) Then  
  begin 
    DevSetStates(Curr_Test_PF_Status); 
    ResultsRecord( Curr_Test_PF_Status ); 
   end; 
 
 
     DCSet( 3.3v, 0.3v, 3.0v, 3.3v, 1ma, -1ma, PinCard4); 
     DCConnect(CNTRL_PINS,            S_HIGH, S_LDOFF); 
 
TestClose; 
end; 
 
 
 

Dummy Routine 
 
procedure Dummny_Routine; 
Var 
  Data_len      : integer; 
  Data_bit  : integer; 
  Samp_freq  : TReal; 
  Max_Range  : Treal; 
  temp_array    : Array[1..2,1..32768] of integer; 
 
 
begin 
 
    MSDataGetDigitalSites(Dig_Data,temp_array, Data_len,Data_bit,Samp_freq 
    ,Max_Range); 
    ADCSetVoltageRefs(0V,1.1V); 
    FASTADCAnalogIn(S_PATT, S_VREF, 0V, 1.1V,(1024*32), VI_4);   
    FASTADCDigitalOut(Dummy);   
    MSADCSetCodeArraySites(Dig_Data,temp_array); 
end; 
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